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Section 1:

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Trade and Development Agency (“USTDA”) has provided a grant in the amount of
US$990,521 to Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S. (the “Grantee”) in accordance with a grant agreement
dated September 21, 2020 (the “Grant Agreement”) to fund a feasibility study (the “Feasibility
Study”) for the Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Project (the “Project”) in Colombia
(the “Host Country”). This Feasibility Study will assess the development of a liquefied natural
gas (“LNG”) import terminal and gas-fired power plant to provide reliable electricity in
southwestern and central Colombia. The Grant Agreement is attached as Appendix 3 for reference.
The Grantee is soliciting technical proposals from qualified U.S. firms to provide expert consulting
services to perform the Feasibility Study.
1.1

BACKGROUND SUMMARY

Given the need to provide reliable electricity to major cities in southwestern and central Colombia,
including Cali and Bogota, Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S. is seeking to develop an LNG terminal and
gas-fired power plant on the Pacific coast.
The Feasibility Study will verify the suitability of the proposed project site, define the project
design requirements, estimate the capital and operating costs, assess the financial viability, define
the financing options, and prepare a detailed implementation and construction plan for the Project.
While local utility and industrial customers are anticipated to purchase the electricity produced by
the gas-fired power plant, the Feasibility Study will also examine the possibility of connecting to
Colombia’s national grid when additional substation infrastructure is developed in the region.
Portions of a background Definitional Mission are provided for reference in Appendix 2.
1.2

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Feasibility Study is to support the
development of an LNG import terminal and gas-fired power plant to provide reliable electricity
in southwestern and central Colombia.
The Terms of Reference (“TOR”) for this Feasibility Study are included as Annex I to the Grant
Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 to this RFP.
1.3

PROPOSALS TO BE SUBMITTED

The Grantee is soliciting technical proposals from which it will select a qualified U.S. firm to
perform the Feasibility Study. The administrative and technical requirements as detailed
throughout the Request for Proposals (“RFP”) will apply. Specific proposal format and content
requirements are detailed in Section 3.
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The amount for the contract has been established by a USTDA grant of US$990,521. The USTDA
grant of US$990,521 is a fixed amount. Accordingly, cost will not be a factor in the evaluation
and therefore, cost proposals should not be submitted. Upon detailed evaluation of technical
proposals, the Grantee shall select one firm for contract negotiations.
1.4

CONTRACT FUNDED BY USTDA

In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Grant Agreement, USTDA has provided a grant
in the amount of US$990,521 to the Grantee. The funding provided under the Grant Agreement
shall be used to fund the costs of the contract between the Grantee and the U.S. firm selected by
the Grantee to perform the TOR. The contract must include certain USTDA Mandatory Contract
Clauses relating to nationality, taxes, payment, reporting, and other matters. The USTDA
nationality requirements and the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses are contained in Annex II
of the Grant Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 to this RFP. In no event will the amounts
contributed by USTDA for the Feasibility Study exceed the amount of the Grant Funds. Payment
to the Contractor selected will be made directly by USTDA on behalf of the Grantee with the Grant
Funds provided under this Grant Agreement.
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Section 2:
2.1

INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFERORS

PROJECT TITLE

The project is called the “Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Project.”
2.2

DEFINITIONS

Please note the following definitions of terms as used in this RFP.
The term "Request for Proposals" means this solicitation of a formal technical proposal,
including qualifications statement.
The term "Offeror" means the U.S. firm, including any and all subcontractors, which
responds to the RFP and submits a formal proposal and which may or may not be successful
in being awarded this procurement.
2.3

DEFINITIONAL MISSION REPORT

USTDA sponsored a Definitional Mission to address technical, financial, sociopolitical,
environmental and other aspects of the proposed project. Portions of the report are attached at
Appendix 2 for background information only. Please note that the final and authoritative TOR
referenced in the report are included as Annex I to the Grant Agreement, attached as Appendix 3
to this RFP.
2.4

EXAMINATION OF DOCUMENTS

Offerors should carefully examine this RFP. It will be assumed that Offerors have done such
inspection and that through examinations, inquiries and investigation they have become
familiarized with local conditions and the nature of problems to be solved during the execution of
the Feasibility Study.
Offerors shall address all items as specified in this RFP. Failure to adhere to this format may
disqualify an Offeror from further consideration.
Submission of a proposal shall constitute evidence that the Offeror has made all the abovementioned examinations and investigations, and is free of any uncertainty with respect to
conditions which would affect the execution and completion of the Feasibility Study.
2.5

PROJECT FUNDING SOURCE

The Feasibility Study will be funded under a grant from USTDA. The total amount of the grant is
not to exceed US$990,521.
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2.6

RESPONSIBILITY FOR COSTS

Offeror shall be fully responsible for all costs incurred in the development and submission of the
proposal. Neither USTDA nor the Grantee assumes any obligation as a result of the issuance of
this RFP, the preparation or submission of a proposal by an Offeror, the evaluation of proposals,
final selection or negotiation of a contract.
2.7

TAXES

Offerors should submit proposals that note that in accordance with the USTDA Mandatory
Contract Clauses, USTDA grant funds shall not be used to pay any taxes, tariffs, duties, fees or
other levies imposed under laws in effect in the Host Country.
2.8

CONFIDENTIALITY

The Grantee will preserve the confidentiality of any business proprietary or confidential
information submitted by the Offeror, which is clearly designated as such by the Offeror, to the
extent permitted by the laws of the Host Country.
2.9

ECONOMY OF PROPOSALS

Proposal documents should be prepared simply and economically, providing a comprehensive yet
concise description of the Offeror's capabilities to satisfy the requirements of the RFP. Emphasis
should be placed on completeness and clarity of content.
2.10

OFFEROR CERTIFICATIONS

The Offeror shall certify (a) that its proposal is genuine and is not made in the interest of, or on
behalf of, any undisclosed person, firm, or corporation, and is not submitted in conformity with,
and agreement of, any undisclosed group, association, organization, or corporation; (b) that it has
not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other Offeror to put in a false proposal; (c) that
it has not solicited or induced any other person, firm, or corporation to refrain from submitting a
proposal; and (d) that it has not sought by collusion to obtain for itself any advantage over any
other Offeror or over the Grantee or USTDA or any employee thereof.
2.11

CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR PARTICIPATION

Only U.S. firms are eligible to participate in this tender. However, U.S. firms may utilize
subcontractors from the Host Country for up to 20 percent of the amount of the USTDA grant for
specific services from the TOR identified in the subcontract. USTDA’s nationality requirements,
including definitions, are detailed in the Grant Agreement in Appendix 3.
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2.12

LANGUAGE OF PROPOSAL

All proposal documents shall be prepared and submitted in English.
2.13

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The Cover Letter in the proposal must be addressed to:
Manuel Tenorio
Chairman
Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S.
Proposals shall be submitted exclusively in electronic form, via e-mail attachment(s) to
mftenorio@aguadulcelng.com. Electronic copies (PDF files preferred) of your proposal must be
received at the above e-mail address no later than 2:00 PM (local time in Cali, Colombia) on
October 30, 2020. Offerors shall not use file hosting services or external links for electronic
submission. The maximum attachment size is 10 MB, so if the files are larger than 10 MB, please
send multiple e-mails.
The Offeror shall be responsible for actual delivery of the proposal to the above e-mail address
before the deadline. Any proposal received after the deadline will be returned unopened. The
Grantee will promptly notify any Offeror if its proposal was received late.
Upon timely receipt, all proposals become the property of the Grantee.
2.14

LABELING

Proposals submitted electronically must be clearly labeled, including the contact name and the
name of the project.
2.15

OFFEROR’S AUTHORIZED NEGOTIATOR

The Offeror must provide the name, title, address, telephone number, e-mail address and fax
number of the Offeror’s authorized negotiator. The person cited shall be empowered to make
binding commitments for the Offeror and its subcontractors, if any.
2.16

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

The proposal must contain the signature of a duly authorized officer or agent of the Offeror
empowered with the right to bind the Offeror.
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2.17

EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF PROPOSAL

The proposal shall be binding upon the Offeror for ninety (90) days after the proposal due date,
and Offeror may withdraw or modify this proposal at any time prior to the due date upon written
request, signed in the same manner and by the same person who signed the original proposal.
2.18

EXCEPTIONS

All Offerors agree by their response to this RFP announcement to abide by the procedures set forth
herein. No exceptions shall be permitted.
2.19

OFFEROR QUALIFICATIONS

As provided in Section 3, Offerors shall submit evidence that they have relevant past experience
and have previously delivered advisory, feasibility study and/or other services similar to those
required in the TOR, as applicable.
2.20

RIGHT TO REJECT PROPOSALS

The Grantee reserves the right to reject any and all proposals.
2.21

PRIME CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY

Offerors have the option of subcontracting parts of the services they propose. The Offeror's
proposal must include a description of any anticipated subcontracting arrangements, including the
name, address, and qualifications of any subcontractors. USTDA nationality provisions apply to
the use of subcontractors and are set forth in detail in Annex II of the Grant Agreement, attached
as Appendix 3 to this RFP. The successful Offeror shall cause appropriate provisions of its
contract, including USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses, to be inserted in any subcontract funded
or partially funded by USTDA grant funds.
2.22

AWARD

The Grantee shall make an award resulting from this RFP to the best qualified Offeror, on the basis
of the evaluation factors set forth herein. The Grantee reserves the right to reject any and all
proposals received.
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2.23

COMPLETE SERVICES

The successful Offeror shall be required to (a) provide local transportation, office space and
secretarial support required to perform the TOR if such support is not provided by the Grantee; (b)
provide and perform all necessary labor, supervision and services; and (c) in accordance with best
technical and business practice, and in accordance with the requirements, stipulations, provisions
and conditions of this RFP and the resultant contract, execute and complete the TOR to the
satisfaction of the Grantee and USTDA. By submitting a proposal, the Offeror understands and
agrees that (i) the Terms of Reference in Annex I to the Grant Agreement (included herein in
Appendix 3) must be completed as written; (2) the Offeror is responsible for completing the Terms
of Reference as written; and (3) the Offeror has the capacity to fully complete the Terms of
Reference. Per the terms of the contract, any modifications to the Terms of Reference are only
valid if both the Grantee and USTDA pre-approve the changes in writing.
2.24

INVOICING AND PAYMENT

Deliverables under the contract shall be delivered on a schedule to be agreed upon in a contract
with the Grantee. The Contractor may submit invoices to the designated Grantee Project Director
in accordance with a schedule to be negotiated and included in the contract. After the Grantee’s
approval of each deliverable and associated invoice, the Grantee will forward the invoice to
USTDA. Upon receipt of a valid, Grantee-approved invoice, USTDA shall make its disbursement
of the grant funds directly to the U.S. firm in the United States. USTDA’s receipt and processing
of the invoice does not constitute approval, validation or endorsement by USTDA of the
deliverable(s). Payment by USTDA also does not constitute approval or endorsement of the
quality of work performed by the Contractor or Subcontractors, or confirmation or agreement by
USTDA that the work was performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract,
the Terms of Reference for the Feasibility Study the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses.
USTDA reserves the right to audit the books, records, and other documentation for the Feasibility
Study as described in USTDA’s Mandatory Contract Clauses to the Contract. USTDA may require
additional information, such as deliverables, before remitting payment. The last payment shall not
be disbursed until the Final Report is approved by the Grantee and USTDA. All payments by
USTDA under the Grant Agreement will be made in U.S. currency. Detailed provisions with
respect to invoicing and disbursement of grant funds are set forth in the USTDA Mandatory
Contract Clauses, Annex II of the Grant Agreement, attached as Appendix 3 to this RFP.
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Section 3:

PROPOSAL FORMAT AND CONTENT

To expedite proposal review and evaluation, and to assure that each proposal receives the same
orderly review, all proposals must follow the format described in this section.
Proposal sections and pages shall be appropriately numbered and the proposal shall include a Table
of Contents. Offerors are encouraged to submit concise and clear responses to the RFP. Proposals
shall contain all elements of information requested without exception. Instructions regarding the
required scope and content are given in this section. The Grantee reserves the right to include any
part of the selected proposal in the final contract.
The proposal shall consist of a technical proposal only. A cost proposal is not required because
the amount for the contract has been established by a USTDA grant of US$990,521, which is a
fixed amount.
Each proposal must include the following:
Transmittal Letter,
Cover/Title Page,
Table of Contents,
Executive Summary,
Firm Background Information,
U.S. Firm Information Form,
Organizational Structure, Management Plan and Key Personnel,
Technical Approach and Work Plan, and
Experience and Qualifications.
Detailed requirements and directions for the preparation of the proposal are presented below.
3.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An Executive Summary should be prepared describing the major elements of the proposal,
including any conclusions, assumptions, and general recommendations the Offeror desires to
make. Offerors are requested to make every effort to limit the length of the Executive Summary
to no more than five (5) pages.
3.2

FIRM BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Offeror shall provide background information on the U.S. firm and any subcontractors, which
may include company name, type of business structure, ownership/management team, location,
company history, mission statement, products and services offered, objectives and a vision
statement.
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3.3

U.S. FIRM INFORMATION FORM

A U.S. Firm Information Form in .pdf fillable format is attached at the end of this RFP in Appendix
4. The Offeror must complete the U.S. Firm Information Form and include the completed U.S.
Firm Information Form with its proposal.
3.4

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, MANAGEMENT PLAN, AND KEY
PERSONNEL

Describe the Offeror's proposed project organizational structure. Discuss how the project will be
managed including the principal and key staff assignments for this Feasibility Study. Identify the
Project Manager who will be the individual responsible for this project. The Project Manager shall
have the responsibility and authority to act on behalf of the Offeror in all matters related to the
Feasibility Study.
Provide a listing of personnel (including subcontractors) to be engaged in the project, including
both U.S. and local subcontractors, with the following information for key staff: position in the
project; pertinent experience, curriculum vitae; other relevant information. If subcontractors are
to be used, the Offeror shall describe the organizational relationship, if any, between the Offeror
and the subcontractor.
A workforce schedule and the level of effort for the project period, by activities and tasks, as
detailed under the Technical Approach and Work Plan shall be submitted. A statement confirming
the availability of the proposed project manager and key staff over the duration of the project must
be included in the proposal.
3.5

TECHNICAL APPROACH AND WORK PLAN

Describe in detail the proposed Technical Approach and Work Plan (the “Work Plan”). Discuss
the Offeror’s methodology for completing the project requirements. Include a brief narrative of
the Offeror’s methodology for completing the tasks within each activity series. Begin with the
information gathering phase and continue through delivery and approval of all required reports.
Prepare a detailed schedule of performance that describes all activities and tasks within the Work
Plan, including periodic reporting or review points, incremental delivery dates, and other project
milestones.
Based on the Work Plan, and previous project experience, describe any support that the Offeror
will require from the Grantee. Detail the amount of staff time required by the Grantee or other
participating agencies and any workspace or facilities needed to complete the Feasibility Study.
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3.6

EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS

Provide a discussion of the Offeror's experience and qualifications that are relevant to the
objectives and TOR for the Feasibility Study. If a subcontractor(s) is being used, similar
information must be provided for the prime and each subcontractor firm proposed for the project.
The Offeror shall provide information with respect to relevant experience and qualifications of key
staff proposed. The Offeror shall include letters of commitment from the individuals proposed
confirming their availability for contract performance.
As many as possible but not more than six (6) relevant and verifiable project references must be
provided for each of the Offeror and any subcontractor, including the following information:
Project name,
Name and address of client (indicate if joint venture),
Client contact person (name/ position/ current phone and fax numbers),
Period of Contract,
Description of services provided,
Dollar amount of Contract, and
Status and comments.
Offerors are strongly encouraged to include in their experience summary primarily those projects
that are similar to the Feasibility Study as described in this RFP.
3.7

SUBMISSION OF RFP QUESTIONS

Prospective Offerors may submit questions related to the content of this RFP to: RFP@ustda.gov.
The deadline for submitting questions shall be October 16, 2020, 3:00 PM EDT. The email subject
line must read: “RFP Question: Colombia Aguadulce LNG Project: 202051013A.” Questions
received by any other means shall not be accepted.
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Section 4:

AWARD CRITERIA

Individual proposals will be initially evaluated by a Procurement Selection Committee of
representatives from the Grantee. The Committee will then conduct a final evaluation and
completion of ranking of qualified Offerors. The Grantee will notify USTDA of the best qualified
Offeror, and USTDA shall review the submission and qualifications of the Offeror to ensure
compliance with USTDA requirements. If USTDA issues a no-objection letter, the Grantee shall
promptly notify all Offerors of the award and negotiate a contract with the best qualified Offeror.
If a satisfactory contract cannot be negotiated with the best qualified Offeror, negotiations will be
formally terminated. Negotiations may then be undertaken with the second most qualified Offeror
and so forth.
The selection of the Contractor will be based on the following criteria:
1. Technical Experience of Proposed Personnel (50 points):
• Technical experience of proposed personnel in LNG terminal design, power plant
design, and feasibility studies. Technical experience executing power plant projects
and LNG terminal projects of similar size and complexity within the last ten (10) years.
Technical experience with combined LNG and power complexes is preferred.
Technical experience of proposed personnel should include the following areas:
o Project management experience;
o Chemical engineering experience in the design and construction of LNG and
hydrocarbon terminals;
o Electrical/power/mechanical engineering experience in the design and
installation of power plants and associated systems;
o Process engineering experience in LNG storage and regasification projects,
including the use of cold recovery from the regasification process in the cooling
of turbo generators, data centers, or other uses;
o Electrical engineering experience in transmission and distribution systems;
o Mechanical engineering experience in cryogenic systems, piping, and/or
rotating equipment;
o Civil/marine engineering experience in port design and construction;
o Environmental engineering, environmental science, or related experience in
environmental impact assessments;
o Cost engineering experience;
o Business/economics/accounting analysis experience in relevant industries; and
o Financial analysis experience in project finance.
2. Technical Approach and Work Plan (40 points):
• Adequacy, soundness, and thoroughness of the Offeror’s proposed Technical Approach
and Work Plan.
• Offeror’s proposed Technical Approach and Work Plan should be in agreement with
the generally accepted engineering methods used in process plant design.
• Offeror’s approach to effective communication with the Grantee.
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3. International, Regional, and Host Country Experience (10 points):
• International project experience, particularly in the Latin America region and in
Colombia specifically.
• Spanish language capabilities of the proposed personnel.
Proposals that do not include all requested information shall be considered non-responsive.
Price will not be a factor in Contractor selection.
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APPENDIX 1:

PROJECT SYNOPSIS

COLOMBIA: FEASIBILITY STUDY:
AGUADULCE LNG TERMINAL AND POWER PLANT PROJECT
Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S. (the “Grantee) invites submission of qualifications and proposal data
(collectively referred to as the “Proposal”) from interested U.S. firms that are qualified on the basis
of experience and capability to execute a feasibility study (the “Feasibility Study”) to support the
development of a liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) import terminal and a gas-fired power plant on
Colombia’s Pacific coast.
Project Background
The Project aims to develop an LNG import terminal and a gas-fired power plant on the Pacific
coast to supply natural gas and provide reliable electricity in southwestern and central Colombia.
About the Grantee
The Grantee is Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S., which is a private company established to develop this
Project.
About the Feasibility Study
This Feasibility Study will verify the suitability of the proposed project site, define the project
design requirements, estimate the capital and operating costs, assess the financial viability, define
the financing options, and prepare a detailed implementation and construction plan for the Project.
While local utility and industrial customers are anticipated to purchase the electricity produced by
the gas-fired power plant, the Feasibility Study will also examine the possibility of connecting to
Colombia’s national grid when additional substation infrastructure is developed in the region.
The U.S. firm selected will be paid in U.S. dollars from a $990,521 grant to the Grantee from the
U.S. Trade and Development Agency.

APPENDIX 2:

PORTIONS OF BACKGROUND DEFINITIONAL MISSION REPORT

B

Project Description

The Aguadulce Energy Terminal (AET) near Buenaventura, Colombia, will consist of two units:
•
•

FSRU incorporating a 160,000 m3 LNG storage facility; and
400 MW simple cycle gas turbine plant being upgraded at a leter date to a combinedcycle gas-fired power plant.

Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S., seeks USTDA funding to evaluate the viability of developing the LNG
terminal and power generation components of AET.
This section consists of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
B.1

Background on the Colombian Gas Sector
Background on the Colombian Power Sector
UPME Auction for the Pacific LNG Terminal
Aguadulce Project Concept
Aguadulce Project Site
Background on the Colombian Gas Sector

Reserves
Colombia has proven gas reserves of 3,896 billion ft3. Proven reserves have fallen at an annual
rate of up to 10% since 2010. Table 1 shows the reserves in the country’s leading regions for
natural gas. Colombia also has additional potential conventional resources, both onshore and
offshore, as well as unconventional resources.
Table 1: Colombia Gas Reserves 1

Department
Casanare
La Guajira
Sucre
Boyaca
Santander
Cordoba
Others
Total

2014 Reserves, Bcf
2,604
1,089
470
140
175
73
207
4,758

2017 Reserves, Bcf
2,271
716
197
181
153
154
224
3,896

1

Data on gas reserves and production is sourced from the Boletin Estadístico de Energía y Minas, 2018, published by
UPME
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Production and Use
Gas production in 2017 was 904 billion ft3. Table 2 shows the origin of Colombia’s produced gas.
Natural gas production in Colombia has decreased at an annual rate of 3 to 4% since 2010.
Table 2: Gas Production

Department
Casanare
La Guajira
Sucre
Cordoba
Santander
Other Regions
Total

Gas Production 2017, Bcf
650
109
29
25
20
71
904

The largest use of natural gas in Colombia is reinjection for enhanced petroleum production. Gas
use is shown in Table 3 for 2017. Due to decreasing production, Colombia has reduced its use of
natural gas for enhanced oil recovery, reinjecting less gas at oil production sites. Approximately
20% of the natural gas delivered to pipelines is exported at La Guajira; the balance is consumed
domestically.
Table 3: Gas use

2018 Natural Gas Balance 2
Natural Gas Production
Reinjection
Self-Consumption
Not Utilized / Flared
Net Importation
Domestic Gas Supply
Transformation – Power Generation
Adjustment 3
Final Gas Consumption
Industrial Sector
Residential Sector
Natural Gas Vehicle Fuel
Commercial Sector
Others

Million cubic feet
821,943
348,669
38,913
19,271
502
415,591
142,438
70,928
202,225
99,155
49,592
19,247
17,412
16,819

2

Source: UPME BECO (Balance Energético Colombiano)
Comparing these statistics to others reported by UPME, this quantity is mainly natural gas vehicle fuel that is
purchased or marketed by agents who do not report their volumes to BECO

3
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A new LNG terminal, El Cayao, in Cartagena de Indias, commenced commercial operation in
2016. The regasification unit has a capacity of 400 million m3 daily 4. Most of the gas is supplied
to a purchasing consortium of gas-fired power plants.
Natural Gas Transportation
Colombia has 7,684km of natural gas pipelines. Leading pipeline operators and their assets are:
•
•
•

TGI, Grupo Energía de Bogotá, has 4,386km of gas pipelines. TGI connects the major
producing regions, Llanos Orientales and La Guajira, as well as major consumption
centers, including Bogotá and Cali.
Promigas, also with an important shareholding of Grupo Energía de Bogotá, has 2,367km
of gas pipelines connecting the entire Atlantic and Caribbean coasts from La Guajira to
Monteria.
Another five pipeline owners have 931km of pipelines that connect the TGI backbone to
other consumption centers and large consumers.

Figure 1 depicts Colombia’s natural gas transportation system.
Figure 1: Colombia's Gas Transportation System

4

https://lngamericas.cwclng.com/spec-opens-the-first-lng-import-terminal-in-colombia/
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Gas Distributors and Users
Colombia has 7.74 million natural gas users. Bogotá accounts for 23% of all natural gas users and
Antioquia for 13%. Other regions with large numbers of gas users include Valle, Atlántico, and
Cundinamarca.
Table 4 shows gas distributors that serve at least 500 thousand users, and their primary markets
served.
Table 4: Major Gas Distributors

Distributor

Primary Market

Users, k

Gas Natural
Gases de Occidente
EPM
Gases del Caribe
Alcanos de Colombia
Surtigas

Bogotá
Cali
Medellin
Barranquilla
Multiple departments
Cartagena

1,994
965
935
812
656
612

Gas Uses and Markets
Power generation is the largest gas consumer in Colombia, followed by the industrial and
commercial sectors. Nevertheless, Colombia has two distinct gas markets: The Caribbean region
and Interior. The gas markets are served by different pipelines and distributors and have different
gas uses, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Gas Uses

Sector
Power Generation
Industrial and Commercial
Residential
Refineries
Transport

Caribbean
Mft3/d
220
111
27
34
35
427
42%

52%
26%
6%
8%
8%

Interior
Mft3/d
110
157
103
149
62
581
58%

Total
19%
27%
18%
26%
11%

Mft3/d
330
268
130
183
97
1,008

About 80% of domestic gas use is unregulated, i.e., subject to freely negotiated terms between
consumers and suppliers. Most of the 20% of gas use that is subject to regulated tariffs corresponds
to the residential sector.
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Regulated tariffs are based on well-head prices plus transportation costs, distribution costs, and
supply costs. Wellhead prices represented about 37% to 39% of regulated tariffs in 2014. Less
information is available on delivered pricing in the non-regulated markets.
B.2

Background on the Colombian Power Sector

Most of the country’s population centers are connected to the national power grid, known as the
SIN, for its acronym in Spanish. In 2019, the effective generation capacity of the SIN was 17,559
MW, broken down in Table 6.
Table 6: Colombia Generation Capacity 5

Energy Source
Hydroelectric
Thermal Plant
Gas
Coal
Residual Fuel Oil
Diesel
Jet1
Gas-JetA1
Other Renewable
Biogas
Solar PV
Wind
Bagasse
Total SIN

2019 Capacity, MW
11,918
5,393
2,087
1,665
392
926
44
279
248
4
85
18
141
17,559

Over 70% of the country’s generation capacity is renewable (summing the large hydro units, the
small hydro units, the wind farm, and the bagasse-fired cogeneration).
Unidad de Planeacíon Minero Energética (UPME) has predicted electricity demand will increase
by 2.85% over the period 2017 to 2031. Within this demand, growth in the region around
Buenaventura should be of the order of 300 to 500 MW, where this proposed project could meet
that demand and also bolster supply in this portion of the national grid. The most recent generation
and transmission expansion plan calls for Buenaventura to be connected to the national grid in
November 2023 with a new substation (Pacifico) and a 230kV connection to San Marcos 6.
Implementation of the Pacifico substation is delayed since the generator who requested the
connection, Termosolo I, has not yet complied with UPME’s two requests to provide a financial
guarantee. 7
5

SIEL – Sistema de Información Eléctrico Colombiano, Capacidad Efectiva de Generación (SIN). Origin sourced to
XM
6
UPME - Plan De Expansión De Referencia Generación – Transmisión 2017 – 2031
7
Acta No. 178. Comité Asesor de Planeamiento de la Transmisión. 25 de julio de 2019
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Aguadulce has been in discussion with UPME about a connection but has not yet made a formal
request. In Colombia, a full EIA needs to accompany the request. The Aguadulce project is
probably a year away from having a full EIA completed for the project. The new Pacifico
substation and the extension of the 230kV transmission line will need to be implemented in
coordination with the Aguadulce Project. Delays could put the Aguadulce Project at risk.
B.3

UPME Auction

UPME, the Energy Planning Unit of the Ministry of Mines and Energy, has proposed an LNG
terminal to be developed at Buenaventura. Aguadulce is well aware of the situation but has
decided to develop the project anyway. UPME has proposed an auction process for the LNG
terminal but has not issued tender documents for the opportunity. The tender was originally
proposed for 2018 but has been delayed. Aguadulce believes the delays are caused by two issues;
one is the change of government, and the second is extensive lobbying by the E&P industry to
prevent it from going ahead. In our discussion with Aguadulce, they are planning to go ahead with
their plans and will enter the tender if it issued modifying their plans to fit the tender requirements.
However, Aguadulce has actively promoted their project to the gas distribution and power
distribution sectors. They have received interest from both sectors to enter into negotiations for
bilateral agreements with these companies. This is still a very active situation, and the UPME
auction may still be initiated in 2020.
B.4

Project Concept

The AET project concept includes the development of two receiving jetties. One jetty will receive
petroleum products (principally diesel fuel), and the second jetty will be the mooring location for
a floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) for LNG. The initial LNG storage will be
offshore. The additional storage capability is planned for later phases and could be onshore. In
addition, the plan is to include a 400 MW simple cycle turbine plant being upgraded to a combined
cycle gas turbine power plant (at a later data) at the industrial site.
The hydrocarbon storage terminal will be focused on importing petroleum products, mainly diesel,
gasoline, and marine fuel oil. A tank farm is planned for the site. Although the petroleum product
jetty and hydrocarbon storage terminal are part of the overall development plan for AET, the scope
of the feasibility study proposed for USTDA funding is limited to the LNG jetty, FSRU, and power
plant.
Connecting the gas feed to the national gas grid is not planned at the outset, as the LNG will be
used for the power plant. Additional gas is planned for supporting industrial customers to collocate
at the port area. A leading ceramics company (whitewares and tile) has indicated an interest in
setting up a factory at the port. The total area set aside for the project is 80 ha.
Power offtakers will be investment grade distribution utilities and industrial customers. The
Sponsors have not yet assessed grid capacity for connection to the project, nor have they requested
grid connection.
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Several macro drivers support the development of the Project:
•

•
•
•
•
•

B.5

Natural gas production in Colombia is expected to remain weak over the next decade as
decreased profitability from lower oil prices will reduce upstream investment. At the same
time, the consumption of natural gas is projected to grow an average of 1.5% y/y until
2027.
The projected deficit of Colombia’s natural gas reserves by 2021 and critical shortage by
2026.
Increased energy demand in Central and South-West regions of Colombia, due to the “El
Niño” phenomenon, which impacts hydroelectric power generation.
Limited energy infrastructure in South-Western Colombia and risky dependence on the
supply of gas from depleting fields and LNG imports from the distant terminal on the
Atlantic Coast.
LNG surplus in other parts of the world, due to over-development in production capacity.
The expectation that natural gas will continue to be a significant source of energy in
Colombia, despite investments in renewables in the coming decades.
Aguadulce site

Figure 2 shows the proposed Aguadulce site (indicated in red circle) upriver from the
Buenaventura Port (lower right of the satellite photo).
Figure 2: Propose Aguadulce Site
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The site is likely to require the dredging of a shipping channel and turnaround basin for the tankers.
Aguadulce is proposing two jetties at the site. The one downstream will be for the hydrocarbon
terminal and the one upstream for the LNG terminal. Population relocation seems minimal at this
time.
The port of Buenaventura on the Pacific Coast is Colombia’s main industrial port that handles
about 55 percent of the country’s international trade volume. The site is the closest port to the
existing natural gas transportation system, outside of the Caribbean region, and that currently has
some pipeline infrastructure that connects the port with the Yumbo industrial area in the
Department of Valle del Cauca. Currently, there is no dedicated natural gas import infrastructure
in Buenaventura, or anywhere else in the Colombian Pacific Coast. Buenaventura is strategically
situated to supply natural gas and energy fuels to the highest energy-consuming regions of the
country in the South West and central departments (including Bogota). For this reason, it was
selected by UPME as the site for the country’s second LNG import terminal and regasification
plant.
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C

Project Sponsor’s Capabilities and Commitment

Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S., the Sponsor, is a privately-owned special-purpose enterprise
incorporated to own and develop the Project. The Aguadulce Team has expertise and experience
to execute this Project and will be able to advance the Project to the construction and operation
phases. The local Project Team has successful infrastructure development experience, having
developed multiple projects in Colombia and specifically in the Buenaventura area. Its Chairman
is the former founder of the Industrial Port of Aguadulce in Buenaventura. The Team has
experience dealing with Colombian Government approval and permitting processes, including in
large public tenders, both on the public sector side (drafting and awarding) as well as
participating/bidding. The local Management Team has been involved in the development of
successful infrastructure projects in Buenaventura previously. They were members of Sociedad
Puerto Industrial Aguadulce S.A., the company that developed the Aguadulce Container Terminal
Project for which the Feasibility Study was financed through a USTDA Grant in 2005.
The Aguadulce team includes the founder of the Buenaventura Container Port and a Former U.S.
Secretary of Energy. Other team members have considerable experience in international
development projects.
Aguadulce is maintaining advanced discussions with major US suppliers/service providers,
including General Electric for power plant supply; Cheniere Energy for LNG supply for 15 years;
Tellurian Inc. for LNG supply for 15 years. General Electric is their preferred power plant
Operations and Maintenance contractor for a 15-year term.
The Project milestones that have been completed, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land Acquisition Contract,
Geotechnical Field Study,
Electric Power Market Study,
Electrical Infrastructure Inventory,
Telecommunications Inventory,
Expression of Interest from General Electric,
Various LNG Supply Offers, and
Various FSRU Offers.

To date, the Project Sponsors have invested more than US$350,000 (unaudited) in the development
of the Aguadulce LNG Project.
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D

Implementation Financing

There seems to have been considerable work done in defining the financing of the project.
It is anticipated that the Project will be financed with 75% debt ($562M) and 25% equity ($187M)
and will be supported by 15-year Power Purchase Agreements with underlying investment-grade
credit quality. Financing will consist of a Senior Secured Construction Term Loan, a Letter of
Credit Facility backing contractual performance obligations, and Common and Preferred Equity.
Debt will be sized to ensure appropriate debt service coverage ratios.
The Project will be financed via a non-recourse project finance structure, with a combination of
either long term amortizing loans or mini-term structures. Debt financing for the project will be
provided by multilateral institutions, export/import agencies, and commercial lenders. The Project
Sponsors have already received strong expressions of interest from potential financing entities,
including both senior lenders and equity providers. The Sponsors have had discussions with the
U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC), which has presented the Project a
Letter of Interest indicating that they would: “consider a request for loan financing and/or political
risk insurance and have indicated that DFC is confident that [it] would be an excellent choice to
be a senior lender for this Project.”
The Project Sponsors have also received strong indications of interest from the Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB), International Finance Corporation (IFC), Corporación Andina de
Fomento (CAF), Societe Generale (a leading senior lender in gas to- power project financings in
Latin America); private equity investors, such as The Carlyle Group, and strategic project partners,
such as Sempra, amongst other leading US and international energy investment funds and utilities.
Similar financial interest has been expressed by several LNG liquefaction terminal owners in the
USA, such as Cheniere (Sabine Pass & Corpus Christi), Tellurian (Driftwood LNG), and Freeport
LNG.
The developers are actively marketing the Project, including having it listed as an investment
opportunity at the upcoming LNG Latin America conference in Argentina in June 2020. 8

8

https://lnglatinamerica.com/investment-projects/
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E

U.S. Export Potential

E.1

Procurement Mechanism

Aguadulce has been negotiating agreements with GE for the power plant already. We expect an
EPC tender will be initiated. The LNG terminal is likely to go to competitive bidding. The power
plant may be sole-sourced to GE.
E.2

Quantified U.S. Export Potential

LNG Terminal
We have separated the LNG terminal and the power plant export potential as these projects could
be developed separately with separate EPC firms and even different developers. For a terminal
suitable to supply a 400 MW simple cycle power plant, it will require approximately 3,000 to 3,500
m3 per day, requiring one storage tank of 160,000 m3 as an FSRU. A combined cycle plant will
require about 40 percent less.
The plant will require a receiving jetty, FSRU, and supporting infrastructure. It will also include
all utilities and offsites (buildings, water treatment, road system, security, service vessels).
U.S. firms have strong positions in cryogenic pumps, cryogenic instrumentation, and controls, gas
compression for moving the gas to the pipeline. Port spill control and fire protection equipment
are not large cost items for the Project but are areas where U.S. products could be selected.
The U.S. does not have recent experience in building FSRUs. They are built in Asia. And service
vessels are likely to be built in Colombia or Mexico at a lower cost than U.S. shipyards.
We believe that U.S. firms could have a substantial role in designing and constructing LNG storage
and vaporization components. We have also assumed that U.S. firms provide the engineering
design and supervise the construction of local contractors in our estimate. U.S. based EPC firms
have extensive experience in LNG and a significant amount of recent experience with designing
LNG import and export terminals. Even internationally based firms have significant U.S.
capability for LNG, mainly in the Houston area. There are other international firms with LNG
experience who could compete, predominately Korean and Japanese firms, as they have extensive
experience in LNG terminal design and operations. We have assumed that since U.S. firms are
developing many of the new export terminals and are likely to participate in either ownership or
long term supply contracts with the terminal, we expect the U.S. firms to have a higher probability
of being selected for the projects. Also, since the project is being developed so close to the U.S.,
it is likely that a U.S. EPC will be awarded the project. We are assuming that U.S. content will be
high for this project due to the proximity to the U.S. U.S. firms are well placed in LNG equipment
and systems. Finally, two of the development team members were the U.S. DoE Secretary and
Assistant Secretary, who have high-level relationships with many U.S. energy and EPC firms. We
expect these relationships to play a part in any decisions made in defining the procurements.
Therefore, we expect them to be strong contenders for the orders.
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For some of the more straightforward process systems in the project, there are many low-cost
competitors, especially for utility and water systems. We have assumed the U.S. supply is lower
for those systems. Finally, construction activities are likely to be managed locally and would have
little or no U.S. content. The actual labor is unlikely to come from the U.S. but is more likely to
be local labor.
For the LNG terminal, which is based on an FSRU likely to either be leased (an existing unit) or
purpose-built in an Asian shipyard, we are estimating the total capital cost of $360 million with a
U.S. content of between $7 and $35 million. Table 7 shows our estimates of U.S. exports for an
FSRU case (worst case). If an onsite terminal is developed, the U.S. exports will be considerably
higher, likely about $100 million. If the FSRU is leased, the U.S. exports will not change.
Table 7: Investment and Potential U.S. Exports for LNG Regasification Terminal

Item

Investment
$ million

FSRU
Utilities/ Offsites
Jetty/Marine
EPC
Civil/Site Preparation
Fire Protection
Spares
Service Vessels
Total

200
40
60
20
20
10
10
10
360

U.S.
Exports
Percent
high case
0
25
0
75
0
75
25
0

U.S.
Exports
$ million
high case
0
10
0
15
0
8
2
0
35

U.S.
Exports
Percent
low case
0
0
0
25
0
25
0
0

U.S.
Exports
$ million
low case
0
0
0
5
0
2
0
0
7

Our analysis of potential U.S. companies that could supply goods and services to the LNG import
project is shown in Table 8. There are several U.S. EPC companies with experience and expertise
with LNG import and regasification projects, including Fluor, Foster Wheeler, Mustang
Engineering, Bechtel, and KBR. Also, there are U.S. firms with experience in cryogenic
technologies for unloading arms, pumps, LNG storage, and cryogenic instruments, controls, and
metering. U.S. firms have specialized expertise with port spill control and plant fire protection.
Table 8: Possible U.S. Suppliers for the LNG Import Terminal (On-shore)

Goods and Services

U.S. Suppliers

Engineering, Procurement, Fluor, Foster Wheeler, Mustang Engineering, Bechtel, KBR
Construction
Unloading
Systems, FMC, Emco Wheaton, Chart
Cryogenic Load Arms
LNG Storage
McDermott, Corban Energy, Bechtel, Chart
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Controls/Sensors/Level
Controls/Metering
LNG Transfer Pumps
Vaporization Units
Boil-Off Gas Recycle
Gas Compressors
Utilities/Offsites
Fire Protection
Seawater In/Out
Jetty Construction
Port Spill Control
SCADA Systems
Gas Dryers/Desiccants

Honeywell, Emerson, RKI Instruments, FMC
Cryogenic Industries, Nikkiso, Cryodynamics (Ebara Int. Mfg.)
Kopetz Manufacturing, Cryogenic Industries, Foster Wheeler
Cryogenic Industries, Cryostar, Black & Veatch
GE, Cat (Solar), Pratt & Whitney
GE, Pratt & Whitney, CAT (Solar), Combustion Associates, Inc.
Total Safety, API Group, Honeywell, Keystone Fire Protection,
The Hiller Companies
Foster Wheeler, Mustang, Fluor, Bechtel, KBR
Foster Wheeler, Mustang, Fluor, Bechtel, KBR
SpillZone, Spillfreak, Polychemical Marine
Honeywell, GE Fanuc, Wonderwall, Rockwell Automation
Trantex Treating, Croft, Tryer Process Equipment, Spartan
Energy

Power plant
There is a high likelihood of this study resulting in significant U.S. exports for the power portion
of the project. The selected gas turbines will depend upon the turbine costs, projected operating
rates, and expected turn down situation. The turbines and generators are all potentially sourced
from the U.S. In Table 9 (next page), we show our estimates for the project capital costs and
associated EPC costs. Also, we show our estimates for U.S export potential. We are estimating
U.S. exports of $198 million for the project based on the 400 MW combined cycle nameplate
capacity project. The initial simple cycle plant would be less but we are assuming the upgrade
will occur within 5 years.
The vast majority of the export potential would be the OEM gas turbine package. One primary
objective of the feasibility study will be to identify the best technology and configuration for the
Project. Since GE is closely involved in the project, and they have recommended the 7H.03 turbine,
the majority of the power plant will be U.S. sourced. We expect that the EPC will recommend gas
turbine configuration and model.
GE can supply its 7H series gas turbines from their Greenville, SC plant. GE manufactures steam
turbines and steam generators only in China today. Generators, switchgear, and controls can be
sourced from the U.S. for the project. GE also manufactures some of this equipment in China. GE
is likely to supply the steam side of the project from China.
We have not estimated the transmission line cost as we do not know the distance to the main grid.
In any case, for such a line, we expect minimal U.S. content. We are predicting that only the
conductor and insulators could be U.S. sourced.
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Table 9: Power Plant Export Potential

Cost Item
OEM Gas turbines package including
gas turbines, generator, starter, oil
systems, controls, air filtration, exhaust
stack,
vibration
controls,
and
monitoring, plant control system
Gas system (including compressor, gas
hookup, piping)
Electrical (including switchgear, motor
controls, electrical connection)
Balance of Plant (water treatment,
controls, fire safety, security system)
Civil/Structural
(site
preparation,
foundation, buildings, security fence)

EPC
(engineering,
construction
management, fee, startup fee, remote
location premium, security team)

CAPEX
($ Million)

U.S.
Export
Potential

U.S.
Possible U.S.
Exports
Suppliers
($millions)

$228

70%

$160

$20

30%

$6

$27

30%

$8

$17

30%

$5

$30

0

$0

$38

Transmission Line (length not known)

TBD

Total Capital Cost

$360

50%

$19

GE, Siemens (USA),
Caterpillar, and
Mitsubishi Hitachi
Power Systems
Dresser, Ariel,
Exterran
GE, Eaton,
Honeywell, Allen
Bradley
Kidde, Westec

GE, Siemens (USA),
HPI, Combustion
Associates, AMEC
Foster Wheeler,
Fluor, Sargent &
Lundy, Black &
Veatch
Hubbell, Performance
Line Products,
MacLean Power
Systems, Southwire,
General Cable

$198

LNG sales
The LNG regasification facility will require about 0.6 million MT of LNG per year, and the U.S.
will likely be a source. Assuming 50 percent of the requirements come from the U.S. and a U.S.
gas price of $3.00 MM/Btu 9. The annual value of LNG exports from the U.S. will be $65 million
per year. The price estimate is for the export price (Henry Hub plus pipeline charge to the

9

For example, the Cheniere Sabin pass contracts have been reported at Henry Hub +15%+$1.12 liquefaction cost. At
average HH price of $3.00 per MMBtu, the export value is $4.57 per MMBtu. The cost of shipment to Colombia is
estimated at $1.75 per MMBtu resulting in approximately $6.32 per MMBtu delivered cost of LNG.
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liquefaction terminal plus liquefaction) but does not include the transport or regasification charge.
We are assuming that initially, Peru LNG and a U.S. Gulf Coast supplier will split the supply. The
delivered costs from both locations are about equivalent at a $3.00 HH price. The export price of
gas lower from the U.S. but with a higher shipping cost.
In the U.S., project developers are rushing to install liquefaction terminals to participate in the
LNG export market. At the end of 2018, the U.S. liquefaction capacity was 32.2 million MT from
three sites. As shown in Table 10, U.S. capacity is expected to increase to 67.4 million MT by the
end of 2019. We believe that capacity addition is mainly on track. All of the projects are near to
or on schedule. Nearly 200 million MT of capacity are planned for a 2020-2025 startup.
Table 10: U.S. LNG Export Capacity million Metric Tons (MT)

Project

10

Owners

Kenai LNG
Sabine Pass T1-5
Sabine Pass T-6
Cove Point LNG
Cameron LNG T1-3

2018
Base

Conoco Phillips
1.5
Cheniere, Blackstone
23.8
Cheniere
Dominion
6.9
Sempra, Mitsubishi/NYK
Mitsui, ENGIE
Freeport LNG T1
Freeport LNG, Osaka Gas, Chubu
Electric
Freeport LNG T2-3 Freeport LNG, IFM Investments
Freeport LNG T-4
Freeport LNG,
Elba Island
Southern, Kinder Morgan
Corpus Christi T1-2 Cheniere
Corpus Christi T3
Cheniere
Magnolia LNG
LNG Ltd.
Lake Charles
Lake Charles LNG Export Co.
Calcasieu Pass LNG Venture Global Partners
Delfin FLNG
Farwood LNG
Golden Pass LNG
ExxonMobil, Qatar Petroleum,
ConocoPhilips
Gulf LNG
Southern Gulf, Thunderbird,
(Kinder Morgan/Blackstone), Arc
Logistics and Lightfoot
Capacity Added/Base
32.2
FERC Approved Cumulative Capacity (million MT)
32.2
Other U.S Projects in Planning
Projected Total U.S. Capacity (the mid-2020s)

2019
2020
Startup Planned

2021 or
later
Planned

4.5
11.7
4.9
4.9

4.9
5.1

2.5
9.6
4.8
7.2
15
10.8
10.8
14
11.5

33.6
65.8

9.7
75.5

78.9
154.4
107
261.4

In addition to U.S. Gulf Coast exports, there are two LNG export terminal under development in
Western Mexico. These projects will liquefy and export pipeline gas from the U.S., so we would
10

Data for FERC Approved Projects (EIA), Others Oil and Gas Journal
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count this as a re-export of U.S. gas. The value of the exports would be about 1/3 less since the
gas is pipeline gas, and the liquefaction value add and profit would be counted towards Mexican
exports. However, these projects are additional outlets for U.S. gas.
Mexico’s energy regulator Comisión Reguladora de Energía authorized the construction of a
liquefied natural gas (LNG) project on the Gulf of California in Sonora State. The project’s
developer Mexico Pacific Ltd. LLC (MPL) has received U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
permission to export the gas from Arizona to Mexico and from there to re-export LNG globally.
MPL is mainly targeting buyers in Japan, South Korea, and China, given the project’s strategic
geographic position.
The facility at Puerto Libertad has the approval to export up to 12 million metric tons/year (mmty)
for 20 years, with the gas shipped south from the United States via existing cross-border
transmission lines, including Kinder Morgan Inc.’s Sierrita Gas Pipeline LLC, which extends from
the border near Sasabe, AZ.
MPL President Josh Loftus earlier this year said the company appreciated the “ongoing regulatory
support of the U.S. and Mexican governments as we build momentum” toward making a final
investment decision (FID) in the first half of 2020, with startup scheduled in the second half of
2023.
Sempra Energy is developing the Energía Costa Azul liquefaction project in Baja, California, on
the Pacific coast. The project received U.S. DOE authorizations allowing Sempra to export U.S.produced natural gas to Mexico, then to re-export from Mexico globally. The two-phase ECA
liquefaction project, a joint venture between Sempra subsidiaries Sempra LNG and Mexico unit
Infraestructura Energética Nova (IEnova), would be built adjacent to Sempra’s existing ECA LNG
receipt terminal near Ensenada.
Summary
Table 11 shows the summary estimates for U.S. exports for the Terminal.
Table 11: Summary of U.S. Exports

Item
LNG Terminal
LNG Sales
Power Plant
Total

U.S Exports ($million)
$ 35
$ 65
$198

10 year total U.S. exports
($ million)
$ 35
$650
$198
$883
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F

Foreign Competition and Market Entry Issues

There are many foreign companies that could provide goods and services to this project. The
FSRU is likely to be fabricated in Asia or leased. The on-shore equipment will have a higher U.S.
potential. The CCGT is expected to be sourced from GE; however, Siemens and Mitsubishi can
provide comparable equipment.
The EPC could be sourced from many foreign sources. Japanese, Chinese, and Korean firms have
considerable experience in LNG import terminals. We expect that most of the construction work
will be provided by local companies. Also, many companies will have access to government
support in the form of project financing and other incentives. Some of the foreign companies that
might pursue the project are shown in Table 12.
Table 12: Possible Foreign Suppliers

Item
Engineering, Procurement,
Construction Contractors

LNG Storage
Vaporizers
Cryogenic Transfer Pumps
Cryogenic Controls/ Metering
Gas Turbines

Foreign Suppliers
Samsung Engineering (Korea), Technip (France), Chiyoda (Japan),
JGC (Japan), Hitachi (Japan), Sterling & Wilson (UK), TGE
Engineering (Belgium), WorleyParsons (Australia), Saipem (Italy),
SK Engineering (South Korea), Hyundai (South Korea), Petrofac
(UK)
Chiyoda (Japan), Mitsubishi(Japan), Mitsu(Japan), TSE
Engineering (Belgium), Armacell (Germany),
Chiyoda (Japan), Hamworthy (Finland), Aker Kvaerner (Norway),
JGC (Japan)
MHI (Japan), Sumitomo Heavy Industries (Japan), Nikkiso (Japan),
Sulzer (Swiss)
Toshiba (Japan), Adersley (UK), Siemens (Germany)

Gas compressor and piping

Siemens (Germany); Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems (Japan),
Dong Fang (China), SEPG (China), OJSC Power Machines
(Russia), Harbing New Energy (China), Nanjing Turbine & Electric
Machinery Co. (China), Turboden (Italy)
Bauer (Germany), IHI (Japan), Enerflex (Canada), Kobelco (Korea)

Jetty

Toyo (Japan), Chiyoda (Japan), Technip (France), Samsung (Korea)

Controls, Automation, Safety
Systems
SCADA Systems

Siemens (Germany), Schneider (France), ABB (Swiss), Toshiba
(Japan)
Siemens (Germany), Arc Informatique (France), Areal (France),
Yokogawa (Japan)
ABB (Swiss), GGE Power Pvt. Ltd (India), Camda Generator Work
Co., Ltd, (China), WP Industry (Shanghai) Co., Ltd (China),
Turboden (Italy)
Siemens (Germany), ABB (Swiss), Fuji Electric (Japan), Schneider
(France)

Electric Generator Sets

Electrical Equipment
(substations, switchgear, etc.)
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LNG suppliers 11
The majority of LNG in the market today is supplied from Qatar. Qatar has the capability of
supplying up to 77 million tons of LNG and is expanding to 100 million tons. By 2023, the top
three will be Australia, Qatar, and the U.S., with many smaller exporters also growing in
liquefaction capability. Qatari LNG will continue to have the lowest cost of production, with the
U.S. not too much higher. Australian gas will be more expensive. There are currently 19 LNG
exporting countries. The main LNG exporters today are shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Major LNG Exporting Countries in 2018 12

Country
Qatar
Australia
Malaysia
U.S.
Nigeria
Russia
Indonesia
Trinidad
Algeria
Oman
Peru
Rest of World

LNG Exports (Million
Tons Per Annum)
78.7
68.6
24.5
21.1
20.5
18.9
15.2
12.2
10.3
9.8
3.6
33.0

Aguadulce has contacted Shell to discuss supplying from their joint venture with Petro Peru, Peru
LNG. This is a considerable competitor, given the close proximity. PLNG has supplied to Mexico
in the past on a price linked to the Henry Hub price. At the current low HH prices, PLNG may not
be interested in a long term commitment. Given the initial demand for the project, they may be
forced to buy LNG on the spot market. Larger customers may take precedence with other LNG
suppliers.
Market Entry Issues
There are several market entry issues that might affect which companies are selected to supply
equipment and services for the project. These factors are shown in Table 14.

11
12

https://www.igu.org/sites/default/files/node-document-field_file/IGU_LNG_2018_0.pdf
International Gas Union World LNG Report 2019.
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Table 14: Key Market Entry Issues for Project Implementation

Market Entry Issue

Comments

Procurement mechanism

•

Past procurements of the
project sponsor
Technology and licensing
issues

•

Local industry capabilities

•

•

•
•
Geographic factors

•

Aguadulce is likely to use tendering for procurement.
However, they are negotiating with GE on a sole source
basis for the power island in the power plant.
Aguadulce is a new company.
Any technology or licensing issues will be handled by the
EPC firm and are not considered to be material for the
project.
Local firms have had limited involvement with the natural
gas sector. The LNG terminal built at Cartagena may offer
some local capability in support of construction activities
We expect only commodities to be sourced in Colombia
Some construction services are likely to be available incountry.
Colombia’s location gives U.S. LNG equipment and LNG
commodity suppliers a distinct advantage.
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Developmental Impact

We are proposing three viable and quantifiable Development Impact Measures that would result
from the Project being implemented based on the results of the USTDA activity. Table 16
describes the key development indicators for this proposed project. The TOR includes these
development impact indicators. The Project will develop new gas-based energy capacity to offset
some of the coal-based generation capability resulting in a net lowering of GHG.
Table 16: Key Development Indicators for the Project

Sector
Energy and
Power

Category
Infrastructure
Development
and Efficiency
Gains

Indicator
New Energy
Capacity

Definition
New energy
generated (new
installed capacity
and new energy
provided).

Measure
400 MW of CCGT
generation.

Natural
Resource
Development
and Mining

Infrastructure
Development
and Efficiency
Gains

Improved Gas
Transportation
or Storage

TBD, depending upon
industrial demand in
addition to the demand
of the power plant.

All

Promoting
Environmental
Benefit

GHG
Emissions
Reduced or
Avoided

New gas
transportation and
storage, including
LNG facility and
pipeline network,
on an annual basis.
Amount of GHG
pollution reduced or
avoided by the
implementation of
new technology,
environmental
controls, etc.

Gas combustion will
generate about 0.67
million metric tons of
GHG per year. (Based
on a 400 MW
capacity)
This is about 840,000
metric tons less than a
coal-fired power plant.
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I

Impact on the Environmental

I.1

Climate Resilience Screening

Table 17 describes the preliminary screening for climate resilience at the DM stage.

Table 17: Climate Resilience Screening

Climate Resilience Screening Criteria
Current and projected climate conditions
and trends at the proposed project
location(s). The analysis should focus on
those climate parameters that are relevant
for certain projects. Climate screening
should consider vulnerabilities to extreme
events as well as longer-term changes,
bearing in mind the relevant timeframe for
the project. Key climate parameters include
temperature, precipitation, and runoff sea
level rise, storm surge, ocean acidification,
and wind as well as other storm-related
threats

Preliminary Assessment at the DM Stage
•

Current and projected climate conditions
for Colombia are summarized in Chapter
27 (Central and South America) of the
WGII (Second Working Group, Impacts,
Adaptation, and Vulnerability) of the IPCC
(International Panel on Climate Change)
presented in the Fifth Assessment Report,
2014.

•

Long-term climate trends for the region
include temperature increases (0.6 to 2°C
increases with moderate global emission
increases, 3.6 to 5.2°C increases with
business as usual emissions), and variations
in precipitation (ranging from +10% to 25%).

•

The region has witnessed an increase in
extreme climate events over the past decade,
including storms, floods, and droughts, most
striking of which are hurricanes.
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Potential impacts of climate on the
project. Climate impacts depend on the
nature of a project and the current and
projected climate changes at the location of
the project. Effects may compound over
time. Projects in different sectors, even if at
the same location, may face different
impacts from a changing climate. Note that
at this early stage in development, projects
and their potential locations may not be
well-defined. Screening may need to be
repeated if key project attributes change
substantially.

•

Sea level rise and increases in storm surge
and hurricane events are predicted due to
climate change. However, hurricane events
have not occurred on the Pacific Ocean side
of Colombia. Typically, they strike no
further south than Panama on the Pacific
side.

•

The project is on the coast and potentially
influenced by storm surge but limited due to
its location upriver from the harbor
entrance.

•

We recommend a climate resilience screen
as part of the project activities as part of the
ToR as this is a significant project along the
coast.

Optional Elements.

•

We expect some modest reduction in
greenhouse gases as gas generation replaces
coal-fired generation for a portion of the
power generation. We are not certain this
capacity will be used to replace older coal
plants.

•

Discharge of hot water from the plant into
the harbor could result in fish kills and other
impacts on sensitive wildlife. This needs to
be managed with proper designs and
safeguards.

1) Local adaptive capacity (institutional
readiness) of relevant host country
organizations
2) Reducing greenhouse gas emissions
3) Other environmental and social risks
and/or impacts
4) General disaster risks

Due to the location being near to the coast, we included a climate resilience-screening task in the
ToR.

I.2

Environmental Impacts

The proposed Project is significant and may result in offshore dredging, construction of marine
infrastructure, and substantial emissions from the power plant. Each of these issues is significant.
Because of the construction impacts and on-going operations, we have recommended a preliminary
ESIA and expect that financial institutions will require a full A level ESIA. The principal risk
associated with the project are:
Pre-Construction

•
•

Third-party agitation (social impacts) – can be managed by community relationships and
site security provisions.
Visual impairment (social impacts) – will require community support.
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•

Archeological and cultural issues – Assessments of the archeological significance of the
site is required.

Construction

•
•

Third-party agitation (social impacts) – can be managed by community relationships and
site security provisions.
Impairment to animal life (environment) – best managed by small site footprint.

Operation

•
•

Air emissions and wastewater management (environment and social impacts) - require
proper engineering and management controls.
Safety and security – Unloading of LNG may result in curtailment of harbor operations
resulting in community agitation. Proper procedures must be in place, and safety zones
must be defined and communicated prior to construction.

Decommissioning

•

Leakage of fluids during decommissioning (environment) – best managed by proper
procedures by trained staff.

It is likely international lenders will require a level “A” Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment (ESIA) as defined by the IFC. A Level “A” ESIA requires detailed studies and site
evaluations. The project-specific preliminary ESIA scoping effort contained in the terms of
reference will define the issues to be addressed in a future full ESIA.
The issues to be included in the preliminary EIA include:
a) Origin of the Project, project owners, and the competent authority's approval of the project;
methodology for the environmental impact assessment.
b) Evaluation of technology of choice, equipment items, and any activity relating to the
Project, which can have an impact on the environment.
c) Assessment of the current status of natural and socio-economic environment carried out at
areas where the Project is located, adjacent areas, and demonstration of the suitability of the
selected Project site.
d) Assessment, forecast, and determination of measures for managing the risks of the Project
posed to the environment and community health.
e) Waste disposal measures for construction;
f) Measures for minimizing the impact of the Project on the environment and community
health;
g) Results of public consultation and public comment from affected groups, including
neighboring businesses, farms, local non-governmental organizations, local municipality, and
provincial authorities.
h) Environmental management and supervision programs.
i) A budget estimate for the construction of environmental protection facilities and measures
to be taken to minimize the environmental impact.
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j) Alternative measures to mitigate environmental impacts related to Project development.
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J

Impact on U.S. Labor

Based on the information provided by Aguadulce, we have not found any issues or concerns with
the restrictions articulated in Attachment III of the PWS, as shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Assessment at the DS Stage with Restrictions in PWS Attachment III

Restriction from Attachment III

Assessment

(a) any financial incentive to a business enterprise currently
located in the United States for the purpose of inducing such
an enterprise to relocate outside the United States if such
incentive or inducement is likely to reduce the number of
employees of such business enterprise in the United States
because United States production is being replaced by such
enterprise outside the United States;

•

The relocation of any U.S.
enterprise to Colombia is
not likely as a result of this
project.

(b) assistance for any program, project, or activity that
contributes to the violation of internationally recognized
workers’ rights, as defined in section 507(4) of the Trade Act
of 1974, of workers in the recipient country, including any
designated zone or area in that country: Provided, That the
application of section 507(4)(D) and (E) of such Act should
be commensurate with the level of development of the
recipient country and sector, and shall not preclude assistance
for the informal sector in such country, micro and small-scale
enterprise, and smallholder agriculture;

•

There is no indication this
project could impact
workers’ rights.

(c) any assistance to an entity outside the United States if
•
such assistance is for the purpose of directly relocating or
transferring jobs from the United States to other countries and
adversely impacts the labor force in the United States; or

No relocation of jobs is
expected due to this
project.
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(d) for the enforcement of any rule, regulation, policy, or
•
guidelines implemented pursuant to—
(A) the third proviso of subsection 7079(b) of the
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2010;
(B) the modification proposed by the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation in November 2013 to the
Corporation’s Environmental and Social Policy Statement
relating to coal; or
(C) the Supplemental Guidelines for High Carbon
Intensity Projects approved by the Export-Import Bank of
the United States on December 12, 2013, when
enforcement of such rule, regulation, policy, or guidelines
would prohibit, or have the effect of prohibiting, any coal- •
fired or other power-generation project the purpose of
which is to: (i) provide affordable electricity in
International Development Association (IDA)-eligible
countries and IDA-blend countries; and (ii) increase
exports of goods and services from the United States or
prevent the loss of jobs from the United States.

•

In accordance with
legislative restrictions (A)
and (B), the evaluation
criteria for environmental
vetting of all projects
assessed under this contract
with USTDA excludes
paragraphs 8.3 through
8.11 and 8.14 of DFC’s
Environmental and Social
Policy Statement, version
January 2017.
The Supplemental
Guidelines indicated in
legislative restriction (C)
apply to this Project since
it is a fossil fuel-fired
power plant. However, the
EXIM definition of high
carbon intensity is GHG
equivalents of 700 grams of
CO2/kWh. For CCGT
plants, the typical GHG
equivalents are in the range
of 320 to 370 grams of
CO2/kWh. Therefore, the
project would be in
compliance with the power
portion of the project.
The LNG storage portion
of the project will release
smaller amounts of GHG
through flaring. We
assume this is within the
guidelines.
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Justification

The justification for this project is described in Table 19. We believe the project meets or exceeds
all of the USTDA requirements and will benefit from USTDA involvement.
Table 19: Key Issues to Justify Grant Funding

Justification Criteria
How the Project would support
U.S. government policy priorities
and promote trade

Justification of Grant Funding
•
•

How USTDA's participation
would add value to the Project's
development

•

•
•
How the success of the Project
would be measured in terms of
trade capacity and development
impact

•
•

The U.S. government seeks to support U.S. industry in
developing trade and strengthening its relationship with
Colombia.
The U.S. government seeks to support projects that will
increase exports of U.S. LNG. The U.S. is a likely
supplier of a portion, if not all, of the LNG for this
project.
USTDA will assist the developer in defining the
opportunity for the LNG terminal, hydrocarbons
terminal, and the power project. Colombia is seeking to
develop a gas-fired project in the area and to add
additional thermal power plants to its generation fleet.
This offers them access to baseload power, especially in
the dry season, and possibly assist in retiring some of the
coal fleet reducing the emissions of GHG.
U.S. firms have strong positions in gas-fired generation
and in LNG technology. This project will offer U.S.
firms a significant opportunity for exports.
USTDA participation will allow for a more diverse pool
of development firms for the Project.
Section E of this report estimates the U.S. export potential
for this project to be about $ 333 million for equipment
and services and $65 million per year for LNG exports. 13
Section H of this report lists specific metrics to measure
the development impact of this project. Key metrics
include new generation capacity and reduction in GHG
emissions.

The compliance of this project with USTDA nationality requirements articulated in Attachment
IV of the PWS is described in Table 20. We believe the project, as proposed, meets all nationality
requirements.

13

U.S. export price of $6.32 per mmBtu for LNG delivered to the Buenaventura Port.
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Table 20: Project Compliance with USTDA Nationality Requirements

Nationality Requirement

Project Compliance

Award is limited to U.S. firms or U.S. individuals.

•

Contractor and U.S. subcontractor employees used shall
be either U.S. citizens or non-U.S. citizens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence in the United States.
Contractor use of subcontractors is limited to less than
fifty percent of the proposed price.
International transportation and insurance must have their
nationality, source, and origin in the United States.
Local lodging, food, and transportation in the host country
are not subject to this restriction.

•
•

The Study will be tendered
through the USTDA procurement
process allowing only U.S. firms
to participate.
TBD. All acceptable proposals
will require a full accounting of
authorization to work in the U.S.
TBD

•

Unknown

•

Unknown
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Table 22 documents compliance with USTDA’s basic funding criteria.
Table 22: Project Evaluation with USTDA Funding Criteria

USTDA Funding Criteria

Evaluation at the DM Stage

Be likely to receive implementation
financing.

•
•

•
Have a procurement process that
provides “equal access” to U.S.
companies.

•

Represent an opportunity for sales of
U.S. goods and services that are many
times greater than the initial investment
of USTDA assistance.

•

•
Be a development priority of the Project
Sponsor and host country where the
Project is located and have the
endorsement of the U.S. Embassy in that
host country.

14

•

DFC has indicated an interest in being the
senior lender on the Project.
The Project Sponsors have also received strong
indications of interest from the Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB), International
Finance Corporation (IFC), Corporación Andina
de Fomento (CAF), Societe Generale (a leading
senior lender in gas to- power project financings
in Latin America); private equity investors, such
as The Carlyle Group, and strategic project
partners, such as Sempra, amongst other leading
US and international energy investment funds
and utilities.
The project IRR will be decided by negotiations
between the developer and the regulator.
We have no reason to believe that procurement
access to U.S. firms would be blocked.
Aguadulce has engaged U.S. firms such as
Cheniere and GE already in discussions of
participation in the Project.
Section E of this report estimates the U.S.
export potential for this project to be about $233
million for equipment and services and $65
million per year for LNG exports. 14
Section P of this report indicates a grant request
of $ 990,521.
UPME has indicated an interest in developing
the natural gas supply in the South of Colombia
and has indicated Buenaventura as a preferred
location.

U.S. export price of $6.32 per mmBtu for LNG delivered to the Buenaventura Port.
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USTDA Funding Criteria

Evaluation at the DM Stage

Involve U.S. companies that are facing
market entry problems and/or strong
competition from foreign companies that
often receive subsidies and other support
from their governments.

•

Power generation is a highly competitive
industry. U.S. firms have considerable
capability to supply, but many foreign firms
have lower-cost products. However, the high
degree of U.S. involvement in trade with
Colombia provides a strong indication of U.S.
opportunity.

Therefore, we conclude that:
•
•
•

The proposed Project meets USTDA’s basic funding criteria.
The appropriate TOR for the proposed activity is included as Section O of this DM report.
The appropriate budget for the recommended TOR is included in Section P of this DM
report.
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O.5

Schedule

Figure 3 shows the 26-week feasibility study schedule.

Figure 3: Study Schedule

Buenaventura LNG Power Complex Schedule
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Task Name/ weeks since project start
Document Review, Kickoff Meeting, and Workplan
Site Assessment
Regulatory Review
Prepare the Preliminary Project Design and Cost Estimate
Financial Analysis and Financing Plan
Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment
Development Impact Assessment
U.S. Sources of Supply
Implementation Plan and Recommendations
Final Report
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APPENDIX 3:

USTDA GRANT AGREEMENT, INCLUDING TERMS OF REFERENCE AND
MANDATORY CONTRACT CLAUSES

GRANT AGREEMENT
This Grant Agreement is entered into between the Government of the United States of America,
acting through the U.S. Trade and Development Agency (“USTDA”), and Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S.
(the “Grantee”). USTDA and the Grantee are each referred to herein as a “Party”, and collectively
as the “Parties”. USTDA agrees to provide the Grantee, subject to the terms and conditions of this
Grant Agreement, nine hundred ninety thousand five hundred twenty-one United States Dollars
(US$990,521) (“Grant Funds”) to fund the cost of services required in connection with the
preparation of a feasibility study (the “Study”) related to the Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power
Plant Project (the “Project”) in Colombia (the “Host Country”).

1. USTDA Grant Funding
The Grant Funds to be provided by USTDA under this Grant Agreement shall be used to fund the
costs of a contract between the Grantee and the U.S. firm to be selected by the Grantee (the
“Contractor”) (the “Contract”), under which the Contractor will perform the Study. In no event
will the amounts contributed by USTDA for the Study exceed the amount of the Grant Funds.
Payment to the Contractor will be made directly by USTDA on behalf of the Grantee with the
Grant Funds provided under this Grant Agreement.
2. Terms of Reference
The terms of reference for the Study (the “Terms of Reference”) are attached as Annex I to this
Grant Agreement. The Study will assess the development of a liquefied natural gas (“LNG”)
import terminal and a gas-fired power plant to provide reliable electricity in southwestern and
central Colombia. The Grantee shall include these Terms of Reference for the Study as Annex I
to the Contract.
The Grantee acknowledges and understands that the Contractor’s performance of the Study must
comply with the entirety of the Terms of Reference, and any modification of the Terms of
Reference set forth in Annex I to the Contract or deviation from their terms must be approved in
writing by USTDA in accordance with the procedures for amendments or other modifications
under the Contract. The Grantee acknowledges and understands that any performance by the
Contractor of work not included in, or not in compliance with, the Terms of Reference, or any
failure by the Contractor to perform any work set forth under the Terms of Reference (in
compliance with those terms), will be ineligible for approval or payment, absent an amendment or
other modification in accordance with such procedures. Consequently, the Grantee shall not
approve any Contractor work performed under the Contract that does not comply with or that
otherwise is not in accordance with the Terms of Reference. The Grantee acknowledges and
understands that any failure to obtain prior written approval for any modifications or deviations

from the Terms of Reference may result in forfeiture by the Contractor of payment for work
performed that is not in compliance with the Terms of Reference and/or a significant delay in
payment of the final invoice.
3. Standards of Conduct
USTDA and the Grantee recognize the existence of standards of conduct for public officials and
commercial entities in their respective countries. Therefore, USTDA and the Grantee shall fully
comply with all United States and Host Country laws relating to corruption or bribery, and shall
not directly or indirectly provide, offer or promise to provide money or anything of value to any
public official in violation of any United States or Host Country laws relating to corruption or
bribery.
4. Grantee Responsibilities
The Grantee shall use its best efforts to (a) promptly reply to notices and other communications,
requests for information and requests for approvals of Invoices or other documents submitted to it
by the Contractor or USTDA, (b) provide reasonable support for the Contractor, such as local
transportation, office space and secretarial support, and (c) promptly notify USTDA in the event
that the Grantee (i) no longer seeks to pursue the Project or complete the Study and/or (ii) would
like to terminate this Grant Agreement.
5. Contract Matters and USTDA’s Rights as Financier
(A) Grantee Competitive Selection Procedures
Selection of the Contractor shall be carried out by the Grantee according to its established
procedures for the competitive selection of contractors, with advance notice of the procurement
published online. Upon request, the Grantee shall submit these contracting procedures and related
documents to USTDA for information and/or acceptance.
(B) USTDA’s Right to Object to Contractor Selection
The Grantee shall notify USTDA at the address of record set forth in Article 15 below upon
selection of the Contractor to perform the Study. USTDA shall then review the Grantee’s selection
of Contractor, and if USTDA does not object to Grantee’s selection, USTDA shall so notify the
Grantee by issuing a “no objection” letter. Upon receipt of USTDA’s “no objection” letter, the
Grantee shall (i) notify in writing the selected Contractor that its proposal has been accepted by
the Grantee, and (ii) notify in writing the U.S. firms that submitted unsuccessful proposals to
perform the Study that they were not selected. The Grantee shall then use commercially reasonable
efforts to negotiate a Contract with the Contractor for the performance of the Study.
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(C) USTDA’s Right to Approve Contract Between Grantee and Contractor
(1)

Contract

USTDA will provide to the Grantee an electronic copy of USTDA’s standard contract form, and
the Grantee shall, in conjunction with the Contractor, utilize this standard contract form as the
basis for drafting the Contract. Once the Contract has been negotiated between the Grantee and
the Contractor, the Grantee shall transmit to USTDA (or shall request that the Contractor transmit
to USTDA on the Grantee’s behalf) a final negotiated draft version of the Contract in an editable
electronic format for USTDA review at the email address set forth in Article 15 below. USTDA
shall advise the Grantee and the Contractor as to whether the draft Contract is ready for execution,
on the understanding that USTDA’s approval may be contingent upon certain modifications being
made to the Contract.
(2)

Amendments and Assignments of the Contract

The Grantee understands and acknowledges that no amendment or other modification to the
Contract (or any annex to the Contract) shall be valid unless formally agreed upon in a written
instrument signed by the Grantee and the Contractor and approved by USTDA in a signed approval
letter. The Grantee or the Contractor may submit any proposed amendment or other modification
to the Contract, including any proposed amendment or other modification to any Contract annex,
or any proposed assignment of the Contract, to USTDA for review and comment at the address set
forth in Article 15 below.
(D) USTDA Not a Party to the Contract
The Parties understand and agree that USTDA as a financing entity reserves to itself certain rights
under the Contract, including, but not limited to: (i) the right to approve the terms of the Contract
and any amendments to the Contract, including assignments, the selection of the Contractor and
all Subcontractors, the Terms of Reference, the Final Report, and any and all documents related to
the Contract or any Subcontract funded under this Grant Agreement, (ii) the right to require the
parties to the Contract to suspend performance of the Terms of Reference upon reasonable prior
written notice to such parties, and upon Contractor’s receipt of such written notice, any further
work performed in connection with the Terms of Reference will be at the Contractor’s risk, (iii)
the right to suspend disbursements of Grant Funds under Clause 3 of the Contract upon reasonable
prior written notice to the parties to the Contract, and (iv) the right to demand, upon written notice
to the Contractor, a refund from the Contractor of an appropriate amount of any Grant Funds that
have been previously disbursed to the Contractor under Clause 3 of the Contract in the event that
(a) the Contractor or any Subcontractor fails to comply in all material respects with the Terms of
Reference or the terms and conditions of the Contract (including the Mandatory Contract Clauses
attached to the Contract), or (b) the Contract and/or the Study is terminated, and the amount of
Grant Funds disbursed to the Contractor prior to such termination exceeds the value of the work
performed under the Contract in accordance with its terms.
The Parties further understand and agree that USTDA, in reserving any or all of the foregoing
rights, has acted solely as a financing entity to ensure the proper use of United States Government
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funds, and that any decision by USTDA to exercise or refrain from exercising these rights will be
made as a financier in the course of funding the Study and will not be construed as making USTDA
a party to the Contract. The Parties understand and agree that USTDA may, from time to time,
exercise the foregoing rights, or discuss matters related to these rights and the Project with the
parties to the Contract or to any Subcontract, jointly or separately, without thereby incurring any
responsibility or liability to such parties. Any approval or failure to approve by USTDA will not
bar the Grantee or USTDA from asserting any right that it might have against the Contractor, or
relieve the Contractor of any liability which the Contractor might otherwise have to the Grantee
or USTDA.
(E) Grant Agreement Controlling
Regardless of USTDA approval, the rights and obligations of any party to the Contract or any
Subcontract thereunder must be consistent with this Grant Agreement (including Annex I and
Annex II). In the event of any inconsistency between this Grant Agreement and the Contract or
any Subcontract funded by this Grant Agreement, this Grant Agreement shall control.
(F)

Subcontractors and Subcontracts

For purposes of this Grant Agreement, (a) the term “Subcontractor” means an individual,
corporation, partnership or other legal entity having a contract, purchase order or other agreement
with the Contractor or with any other Subcontractor for performance of any part of the Study, and
(b) the term “Subcontract” means any such contract, purchase order or other agreement with a
Subcontractor.
6. Disbursement Procedures
(A) USTDA Approval of Contract Required
USTDA will make disbursements of Grant Funds directly to the Contractor only after USTDA
approves the Grantee’s Contract with the Contractor.
(B) Contractor Invoice Requirements
For purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term “Invoice” means any invoice submitted (or to be
submitted) to USTDA by either the Grantee or the Contractor for payment of Grant Funds. The
Grantee shall not approve any Invoice submitted to it by the Contractor unless such Invoice, and
all work performed by the Contractor (or any Subcontractor) in connection with such Invoice,
complies with the Terms of Reference and the Mandatory Contract Clauses. Following review
and approval by the Grantee of any Invoices submitted by the Contractor under the Contract, the
Grantee may request disbursement of funds by USTDA to the Contractor for performance of the
Study by submitting such approved Invoices in accordance with the procedures set forth in the
Mandatory Contract Clauses.
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7. Effective Date
The effective date of this Grant Agreement (the “Effective Date”) shall be the date of signature by
both Parties or, if the Parties sign on different dates, the date of the last signature. In the event that
only one signature is dated, such date shall constitute the Effective Date.
8. Study Schedule
(A) Study Completion Date
The Parties’ estimated completion date for the Study is set forth in Clause K(1) of the Mandatory
Contract Clauses.
(B) Time Limitation on Disbursement of USTDA Grant Funds
Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, (i) no Grant Funds may be disbursed under this Grant
Agreement for goods and services which are provided prior to the Effective Date, and (ii) no Grant
Funds may be disbursed other than during the period set forth in Clause K(2) of the Mandatory
Contract Clauses.
9. USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses
The Contract to be funded under this Grant Agreement shall include the USTDA Mandatory
Contract Clauses set forth in Annex II to this Grant Agreement (the “Mandatory Contract
Clauses”). The Grantee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that the Contractor
complies with the Mandatory Contract Clauses in all material respects and shall promptly notify
USTDA of any breach of the Mandatory Contract Clauses on the part of the Contractor of which
the Grantee becomes aware.
10. Nationality, Source and Origin
For purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term “U.S. Firm” means:
(i)

a privately owned firm or partnership that is formed, incorporated or organized in the
U.S., with its principal place of business in the U.S., and which is:
(a) more than fifty percent (50%) owned by U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens
lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States; or
(b) satisfies each of the following criteria:
(I)
(II)
(III)

has been incorporated or organized in the U.S. for more than three (3) years
prior to the issuance date of the request for proposals;
has performed similar services in the U.S. for that three (3) year period;
employs U.S. citizens in more than half of its permanent full-time positions
in the U.S.; and
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(IV)
(ii)

has the existing capability in the U.S. to perform the work in question; or

a nonprofit organization that is incorporated in the U.S. and managed by a governing
body, a majority of whose members are U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence in the United States.

In addition, the term “Source” means the country from which a shipment is made, and the term
“Origin” means (x) the place of production of a good, whether through manufacturing, assembly
or otherwise, or (y) the place from which delivery of a service is administered, as applicable.
Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, the following provisions shall govern the delivery of
goods and professional services funded by Grant Funds under this Grant Agreement:
(A) the Contractor and all Subcontractors that are legal entities must be U.S. Firms;
(B) all natural persons who deliver any part of the Study as the Contractor, as a Subcontractor,
or as an employee of the Contractor or any Subcontractor, in each case, must be (i) U.S. citizens,
(ii) non-U.S. citizens lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, or (iii) nonU.S. citizens lawfully admitted to work in the United States;
(C) notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 10(A) and 10(B), up to twenty percent (20%) of
the Grant Funds may be used to pay for work performed in connection with the Study by (i)
Subcontractors that are organized as legal entities under the laws of the Host Country, and/or (ii)
natural persons working as a Subcontractor, or as employees of the Contractor or any
Subcontractor, in each case, who are citizens of the Host Country;
(D) a Host Country Subcontractor may only be used for specific services from the Terms of
Reference identified in the Subcontract;
(E) no part of the Grant Funds disbursed in connection with the performance of the Study may
be used to pay (i) any legal entity that is incorporated or organized under the laws of a jurisdiction
other than one of the United States or the Host Country, or (ii) a natural person who is a citizen of
a country other than the United States (except as expressly provided in Article 10(B)) or the Host
Country; and
(F) goods purchased for the performance of the Study and associated delivery services (e.g.,
international transportation and insurance) must have their nationality, Source and Origin in the
United States; provided, however, that goods and services incidental to Study support (e.g., local
lodging, food and transportation) in the Host Country are not subject to the foregoing restrictions.
11. Taxes
Grant Funds provided under this Grant Agreement shall not be used to pay any taxes, tariffs, duties,
fees or other levies imposed under laws in effect in the Host Country, except for taxes of a de
minimis nature imposed on local lodging, food, transportation or airport arrivals or departures. The
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Grantee may not seek reimbursement from USTDA for any such taxes, tariffs, duties, fees or other
levies.
12. USTDA Project Evaluation
The Parties shall cooperate to ensure that the purposes of this Grant Agreement are accomplished.
For five (5) years following receipt by USTDA of the Final Report (the “Evaluation Period”), the
Grantee agrees to respond to any reasonable inquiries from USTDA about the status of the Project.
Inquiries will include, but will not be limited to, (a) whether the Final Report recommendations
have been or will be used to implement the Project, (b) the anticipated Project implementation
timeline, (c) the likely sources of financing for the Project, and (d) the sources of procurements
supporting implementation of the Project. In addition, the Grantee agrees to notify USTDA any
time the Grantee selects a new primary contact person for the Project during the Evaluation Period.
13. Grantee Recordkeeping and Audit
The Grantee agrees to maintain books, records and other documents relating to the Study, the
Contract and this Grant Agreement adequate to demonstrate implementation of its responsibilities
under this Grant Agreement and the Contract, including the selection of the Contractor and
Subcontractors, receipt and approval of Contract deliverables and approval or disapproval of
Invoices for payment by USTDA. Such books, records and other documents shall be separately
maintained for a period of three (3) years after the date of the final disbursement by USTDA. The
Grantee shall afford USTDA or its authorized representatives the opportunity at reasonable times
to review such books, records and other documents relating to the Study, the Contract and this
Grant Agreement.
14. Representation of Parties
For all purposes relevant to this Grant Agreement, the Government of the United States of America
will be represented by the U.S. Ambassador to the Host Country or USTDA, and the Grantee will
be represented by its Chairman at the address of record set forth in Article 15 below. The Parties
may, by written notice to the other Party, designate additional representatives for all purposes
under this Grant Agreement.
15. Addresses of Record for Parties
Any notice, request, document or other communication submitted by either Party to the other under
this Grant Agreement shall be in writing or sent through an electronic medium that produces a
tangible record of the transmission, such as a facsimile or email message, and will be deemed duly
given or sent when delivered to such Party at the following address of record, as applicable:
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(A) For the Grantee:
To:
Title:
Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S.
Manuel Tenorio, Chairman
Edificio Garces, Calle 11 #1-07, Of. 601
Cali, Valle de Cauca
COLOMBIA
+57 (312) 783-9685
+57 (312) 783-9686
mftenorio@aguadulcelng.com

(B) For USTDA:
To:
Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

U.S. Trade and Development Agency
1101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1100
Arlington, VA 22209-2275
USA
(703) 875-4357
(703) 997-2392
LAC@ustda.gov

All such communications shall be in the English language, unless the Parties otherwise agree in
writing. In addition, the Grantee shall provide the Commercial or Economic Section of the U.S.
Embassy in the Host Country with a copy of each notice, request, document or other
communication sent to USTDA.
Any communication relating to this Grant Agreement shall include the following fiscal data:
Appropriation No.:
Activity No.:
Reservation No.:
Grant No.:

11 20/21 1001
2020-51013A
2020277
1131PL20GH51277

16. Implementation Letters
To assist the Grantee and the Contractor in the implementation of the Study, USTDA may, from
time to time, issue implementation letters that will provide additional information about matters
covered by this Grant Agreement or correct immaterial errors. Without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, USTDA may issue implementation letters, among other reasons, to: (a) extend the
estimated completion date set forth in Clause K(1) in Annex II, (b) extend the availability period
of Grant Funds set forth in Clause K(2) in Annex II, (c) change the fiscal data set forth in Article
15, (d) change a Party’s address of record or point of contact, (e) make immaterial changes to the
Terms of Reference, and (f) correct scrivener’s errors. The Parties may also use jointly agreed
upon implementation letters to confirm, clarify and/or record their mutual understanding of matters
covered by this Grant Agreement.
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17. Amendments and Assignments of this Grant Agreement
Either Party may submit to the other Party at any time a proposed amendment to this Grant
Agreement (including Annex I and Annex II). Any proposed amendment to this Grant Agreement
will be effective only if it has been signed by both Parties. Any proposed assignment of this Grant
Agreement must be approved by both Parties in writing in order to be effective.
18. Termination
(A)

Termination Events

Either Party may terminate this Grant Agreement at any time by giving the other Party prior written
notice thereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing provision, if the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets
Control determines that either of the Grantee or the government of the Host Country has acted in
violation of any sanctions laws or executive orders established by the United States Government,
this Grant Agreement will terminate immediately without need for further action or notice on the
part of either Party.
(B)

Effect of Termination

The termination of this Grant Agreement will end any obligations of the Parties to provide financial
or other resources for the Study (including, without limitation, any obligation of USTDA to
provide the Grant Funds), except for payments that may be made by USTDA to the Contractor
pursuant to Clause H of the Mandatory Contract Clauses set forth in Annex II to this Grant
Agreement. This Article and Articles 5, 11, 12, 13 and 20 of this Grant Agreement shall survive
termination of this Grant Agreement.
19. Waiver
No provision of this Grant Agreement may be modified, waived or discharged unless such
modification, waiver or discharge is agreed to in writing and signed by each Party. No waiver by
either Party of any breach of, or of compliance with, any condition or provision of this Grant
Agreement by the other Party will be considered a waiver of any other condition or provision or a
waiver of the same condition or provision at another time. No delay in exercising any right or
remedy accruing to either Party in connection with this Grant Agreement shall be construed as a
waiver of such right or remedy.
20. U.S. Technology and Equipment
By funding the Study, USTDA seeks to promote the Project objectives of the Host Country through
the use of U.S. technology, goods and services. In recognition of this purpose, the Grantee agrees
that it will allow U.S. suppliers to compete in the procurement of technology, goods and services
needed for Project implementation.
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21. Governing Law
This Grant Agreement is governed by, and construed in accordance with, the applicable laws of
the United States of America. In the absence of applicable federal law, the laws of the State of
New York shall apply.
22. Counterparts; Language
This Grant Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original,
but all of which together shall constitute one and the same Grant Agreement. Counterparts may
be delivered via email or other transmission method and any counterpart so delivered shall be
deemed to be valid and effective for all purposes. This Grant Agreement may be executed in two
or more languages, but in the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the English language
version of this Grant Agreement and any other version, the English language version of this Grant
Agreement will control.
[THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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Annex I
Terms of Reference
These terms of reference (“Terms of Reference”) in this Annex I set forth the terms, conditions,
provisions and specifications for the performance of the feasibility study (“Study”) for the benefit
of Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S. (the “Client”). [Full legal name of the Contractor] (the “Contractor”)
shall perform the Study in accordance with these Terms of Reference pursuant to the Contract
between the Contractor and the Client, of which Contract this Annex I is a part.
The Contractor’s delivery of the Study must comply with the entirety of these Terms of Reference,
and any modification of or deviation from these Terms of Reference must be approved in writing
by USTDA in accordance with the procedures for amendments or other modifications under this
Contract. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees that (i) any performance by the Contractor of
work not included in, or not in compliance with, these Terms of Reference, or any failure by the
Contractor to perform any work set forth under these Terms of Reference (in compliance with
those terms), will be ineligible for approval or payment, absent an amendment or other
modification in accordance with such procedures, and (ii) failure to obtain prior written approval
from USTDA for any modifications or deviations from these Terms of Reference may result in
forfeiture of payment for work performed that is not in compliance with these Terms of Reference
and/or a significant delay in payment of the final invoice.
Any meetings or other actions or work set forth under these Terms of Reference that are indicated
to occur in-person, on-site, or otherwise in a specified location may, if agreed by both the Grantee
and the Contractor (and with advance notice to and written agreement from USTDA), be conducted
remotely, including online, by teleconference, by videoconference, or by other means, provided
that the Contractor shall clearly document in the corresponding deliverable report the date on
which such agreement was reached and approved by USTDA, and shall describe the alternative
means of accomplishing the relevant work, along with the rationale for such decision. Further, if
the Grantee and the Contractor propose to apply such a change to any tasks or subtasks in part (i.e.,
to change portions of a task/subtask from in-person to remote, while maintaining other portions as
in-person, including the “breaking up” of a task or subtask in order to separate remote from inperson work), then: (i) the Grantee and/or the Contractor shall notify USTDA in advance of such
a proposal, and USTDA may, in its discretion, approve of such proposal and formalize the
proposed modification through an implementation letter to the Contract; and (ii) USTDA may, at
its discretion, modify the Payment Schedule under the Contract in order to separate such remote
and in-person work into separate payments, as appropriate, again through an implementation letter
to the Contract. Notwithstanding the foregoing under this paragraph, USTDA reserves the right
to make any appropriate adjustments to the total Grant Amount (and therefore the Contract value)
that may result from any such modifications.
Task 1:

Document Review, Kick-off Meeting, and Work Plan Review

After Contract approval, the Client shall provide the Contractor with all existing information
relevant to the Project, such as prior studies, agreements/discussions with local and national
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authorities, agreements/discussions with technology licensors, site data, utility connection
information, port information, bathymetric data, and other information deemed relevant to the
Project.
The Contractor shall travel to Colombia to conduct the Study kick-off meeting. Alternatively, if
travel is not feasible, the Contractor shall organize a virtual kick-off meeting with the Client.
During the kick-off meeting, the Contractor and Client shall review and confirm the work plan for
completing the Terms of Reference and shall review and confirm the Client’s short-term and longterm objectives for the Project.
The Contractor shall review the existing Project-related information provided by the Client, and
shall identify any gaps in the existing information. The Contractor and the Client shall mutually
agree to the procedures, responsible party, and timeframe for addressing any information gaps.
During the performance of the Study, the Contractor shall submit monthly progress reports to the
Client. The Contractor shall participate in monthly teleconference meetings with the Client to
review the progress report and discuss ongoing work.
Deliverable #1 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 1.
Task 2:

Site Assessment

The Contractor shall visit the proposed Project site in Buenaventura to assess its suitability for
implementing the Project components, including the LNG terminal, regasification facility, power
plant, gas pipeline, and grid distribution infrastructure. This assessment shall include the port and
marine infrastructure needed for LNG receiving and storage, service vessels, and the connection
of the power plant to the regional power grid. The Contractor shall prepare a design parameters
report addressing the site conditions and outlining the key design parameters for a new LNG
terminal, including geotechnical, metocean, environmental factors, operability, access, safety, and
security.
The Contractor shall address the following technical issues:
• Assessing the suitability for an LNG terminal, considering the following conceptual
development factors:
o Marine environment, including seabed contours and seabed soil conditions, subsea
obstacles, near-shore shallows, shipwrecks, river traffic, underwater
telecommunications infrastructure, and other obstacles;
o Land availability and suitability for development, including an assessment of
coastal impacts (sedimentation and erosion), as well as cut-and-fill requirements
for the land-based portion of the terminal;
o Berth and terminal concept;
o Expansion capabilities, considering multiple development phases of the LNG
terminal and power plant;
o Long-term port system development plan for trade and terminals;
o Location of and connectivity to the regasification facility;
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•

o Power plant location;
o Environmental concerns, especially impact on marine and land life, conservation
areas, nearby populations, and other sensitive areas near the proposed Project site;
o Construction situation, including the suitability of the Project site and planned
laydown areas to support construction (and demolition, if needed) of the Project;
and
o Confirm adequacy of area infrastructure and the availability of adequate access,
including transportation and delivery systems.
Technical evaluation of the following requirements for constructing the LNG terminal,
power plant, and planned gas and grid distribution infrastructure:
o Topographic survey and analysis;
o Geotechnical analysis including site drilling program (as needed);
o Bathymetry survey and analysis;
o Optimize the pipeline route to the power plant and to other regional customers;
o Rights-of-way assessment;
o Land acquisition issues; and
o Capacity, characteristics, and volumetric analysis of the existing or planned gas
grid distribution infrastructure, based on available information, to determine its
ability to receive and transport new natural gas volumes from the Project.
Access to customers, including an electricity injection point assessment. The Contractor
shall conduct an N-1 grid integrity study, but only (1) if the grid operator is uncertain of
the impact of new power entering the grid at the selected point, or (2) if it is required to
obtain permission to inject it at a certain point. If an N-1 grid integrity study is not
necessary, the Contractor shall document the reason in the written report. The Contractor
shall also analyze the suitability of the proposed gas pipeline network from the LNG
terminal to supporting local industry. In addition, the Contractor shall examine the potential
of local customers to utilize cold energy recovered from the LNG regasification process.
Existing supporting infrastructure and maintenance services. Assess the infrastructure
needs to support the terminal and power plant development, operations, and pipeline gas
connection (e.g., freshwater sources, utility services, power supply, transportation,
maintenance services, and labor).
Local government and community concerns, and issues relating to any nearby population
centers.

The Contractor shall assess site conditions to confirm the suitability of the Project site and/or
recommend remedial actions to address any deficiencies with the Project site. The Contractor shall
engage local engineering testing services as needed to conduct the field evaluations.
Deliverable #2 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 2.
Task 3:

Regulatory Review

The Contractor, with guidance and input from the Client, shall identify and assess local regulations
relevant to the Project, such as environmental, safety, and building permit requirements. The
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Contractor shall also assess local government regulations and policies that could impact the choice
of technologies for the Project.
Specifically, the Contractor shall review and confirm the following requirements:
• Compliance requirements for permitting, including:
o Air pollutant emissions;
o Water use and water pollutant emissions;
o Fish and wildlife impacts;
o Noise impacts;
o Required buffer distances from populated areas or critical infrastructure;
o Reporting requirements; and
o Other operating restrictions.
• Review the plan and status for obtaining necessary emissions offsets and/or credits. The
Contract shall comment on any issues that may impact the ability to obtain offsets or credits
in a timely manner;
• Address technical and commercial issues arising from zoning, local municipality
requirements, or other local agencies having jurisdiction over the Project.
• Any regulatory aspects related to combining regasification, electricity generation, and
gas/power distribution components of the Project.
Deliverable #3 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 3.
Task 4:

Preliminary Project Design and Cost Estimate

Subtask 4.1: Preliminary Design of the LNG Terminal
The Contractor shall develop a “Study-level” engineering estimate (defined as 1-15 percent project
definition with +50/-30 percent accuracy) of the LNG regasification facility. The Contractor shall
initiate this effort with a design concept review with the Client to confirm phased expansion
capacity goals, on-shore/off-shore components, potential near-shore harbor and jetty facilities, and
supporting infrastructure. The result of this effort shall be a design basis memorandum that defines
the location, capacity expansion phases (maximum of three phases), and a preliminary
implementation plan (to be developed further in Task 9).
The Contractor shall prepare a “Study-level” engineering design of the LNG regasification facility,
including the details of service requirements and major equipment, including:
• The type and size of the storage and regasification unit (an on-shore unit or a floating unit)
and migration from a small-scale regasification vessel to a full-scale regasification vessel;
• Marine infrastructure;
• Supporting on-shore facilities;
• The storage volume and method;
• The pipeline between the LNG marine infrastructure, the regasification facility, the power
plant, and the gas grid distribution infrastructure;
• An LNG loading station for trucks connected to the LNG storage tanks, with parking and
road access to support LNG-by-truck operations;
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Site plan;
Operations staffing plan;
Site preparation requirements, including typical associated buildings to be incorporated in
the design, as well as the annual lease cost for the land and services provided by port
operations;
Technical requirements, including:
o Project block flow diagrams;
o Process flow diagram;
o Process equipment list;
o Preliminary plot plan;
o Preliminary civil infrastructure plans;
o Preliminary utility requirements; and,
o Preliminary layout and design of near-shore harbor development and marine
terminal, including an assessment of the potential synergies with existing and future
infrastructure;
Environmental considerations; and
Preliminary design of the pipeline between the regasification facility, power plant, and the
gas grid distribution infrastructure, including a preliminary flow analysis, to estimate the
length and size of the pipeline and any necessary ancillary facilities. The design parameters
shall take into account the phased capacity expansions.

Subtask 4.2: Preliminary Design of the Power Plant
The Contractor shall develop a “Study-level” engineering estimate (defined as 1-15 percent project
definition with +50/-30 percent accuracy) of the gas-fired power plant. The Contractor shall
evaluate potential technologies for the power plant, primarily focused on load characteristics,
efficiency, capital and operating costs, and environmental characteristics, and shall recommend
the optimal technology and plant configuration option to the Client. To conduct this evaluation,
the Contractor shall develop a simplified evaluation model for comparing different technology
options using the levelized cost of electricity as an evaluation criterion.
After approval of the recommended technology and configuration option by the Client, the
Contractor shall develop a preliminary design package for the power plant. The preliminary design
package shall be based on combined-cycle gas turbine that can be constructed in two phases, a
simple-cycle plant in the first phase and a second phase adding a combined-cycle to improve
efficiency meeting the required turndown specifications and expected operating rate requirements,
with an output of 400 megawatts (“MW”). The preliminary design shall be inclusive of, but not
limited to, the conceptual design of the power plant, the gas supply line(s), and the interconnection
transmission line(s). The preliminary design shall include conceptual specifications for the
following:
• Listing of the power plant’s major equipment and systems, including basic technical
characteristics and overall description of the power plant and gas and transmission
interconnecting facilities;
• The conceptual heat and material balances of the power plant, including efficiency and fuel
consumption;
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Power plant conceptual plot plan, including the general arrangement of the principal
equipment;
Power plant conceptual main electrical one-line diagram;
Conceptual electrical one-line diagram showing modifications/expansion of the substation
used as a connection point;
Conceptual drawings showing the interconnection gas pipeline and interconnection
transmission line routes on area maps; and
Injection point requirements and the identification of any load issues.

Subtask 4.3: Estimated Capital and Operating Costs and Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
Based on the output of the engineering estimates and designs completed in Subtasks 4.1 and 4.2,
the Contractor shall prepare the capital and operating cost model for the LNG terminal, including
the marine infrastructure, supporting onshore facilities, regasification, storage, and pipeline costs.
The Contractor shall prepare separate capital and operating cost estimates for the power plant.
In addition, the Contractor shall combine the LNG terminal and power plant costs to perform a 40year life-cycle cost analysis (“LCCA”) that covers all capital and operating expenses and
decommissioning costs, including but not limited to the marine infrastructure, supporting onshore
facilities, storage, pipelines, and forecasted annual operation and maintenance (“O&M”) costs.
The LCCA shall examine the total initial capital costs to plan, design, develop, and build the
Project and shall include a detailed analysis of the costs associated with the long-term operation
of the Project, which includes maintaining the facilities, equipment, and other assets financed as
part of the Project. Such costs shall include but are not limited to warranties, operation,
maintenance, acquisition, installation, refurbishment, and disposal costs that could be encountered
throughout the life of the Project.
Subtask 4.4: Viability of Operating Agreements
The Contractor shall review the ability of the Project, based on the design criteria, to meet the
operating and technical requirements of the applicable operating agreements, including but not
limited to:
• Power purchase/tolling agreements;
• Interconnection facility agreements;
• Water supply and wastewater disposal agreements;
• Fuel transportation agreements;
• Operation and maintenance agreements;
• Site development, land use, tax abatement, or other local agreements; and
• Original equipment manufacturer service agreements.
If the Contractor identifies deficiencies related to the viability of the applicable operating
agreements, the Contractor shall define remediation alternatives.
The Contractor shall prepare a report summarizing the results of the technical analysis performed
in this task, including the following, at a minimum:
• Site plans;
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Process flow diagrams;
Process equipment lists;
Plant staffing requirements;
Utility requirements;
Cost estimates; and
Deficiencies and remediation recommendations.

Deliverable #4 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 4.
Task 5:

Financial Analysis and Financing Plan

Based on the cost estimates developed in Task 4, the Contractor shall prepare the financial analysis
for the Project, analyzing the two Project components separately (LNG regasification and gas-fired
power generation). The financial analysis shall include a sensitivity analysis of the return on
investment for each stage of Project implementation. The sensitivity analysis shall account for the
cost recovery indicators based on different assumptions for key Project variables to include, but
not be limited to, interest rates, estimated construction costs, time to complete, fuel costs, and
revenues.
The Contractor shall meet with the Client to identify and select possible methods of financing
Project implementation. The financing plan shall assess whether potential public and private
financing organizations (e.g., World Bank, International Finance Corporation, Inter-American
Development Bank, regional multilateral development banks, Export-Import Bank of the United
States, and U.S. International Development Finance Corporation) are interested in providing
financing for Project implementation. The Contractor shall also assess vendor financing options
and potential equity investment sources.
The financing plan shall include a financing plan and a financing strategy, including a financial
model and multiple potential approaches to securing financing for the Project based on discussions
with the Client. The Contractor shall make recommendations on financial structuring and shall
provide a plan to bring the Project to implementation and financial close.
The Contractor shall review technical issues with potential lenders under the financing documents,
including, but not limited to, the conditions for the definition of Project physical, mechanical, and
substantial completion, as well as reviewing any performance and/or completion tests.
Deliverable #5 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 5.
Task 6:

Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment and Climate Resilience Analysis

Subtask 6.1: Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment
The Contractor shall conduct a preliminary review of the Project’s environmental impact and
compliance with reference to local requirements and those of multilateral development banks (such
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as the World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank). The Contractor shall identify any
positive or negative environmental impacts of the Project and shall discuss the extent to which any
negative environmental impacts can be mitigated. The Contractor shall also review any
requirements for a full environmental impact assessment in anticipation of the Project moving
forward to the implementation stage.
Specifically, the preliminary environmental impact assessment shall include, but is not limited to,
the following:
• Project description, including the baseline environmental conditions at the selected Project
site. The scope of the baseline evaluation shall include:
o Marine situation and coastal aspects;
o Unloading, regasification, and storage;
o Pipelines and the pipeline network;
o Terminal supporting activities;
o Power plant; and
o Ancillary supporting infrastructure for the facilities.
• Assess and identify the potential environmental impacts (including both negative and
positive impacts) of the Project, including short-term and long-term, direct and indirect,
cross-media and cumulative, significant and minor, and unavoidable and irreversible
impacts for the Project’s construction and implementation stages. The scope of this
assessment shall include:
o Transmission line access;
o Fuel supply and fuel storage;
o Air quality constraints;
o Water supply;
o Wastewater disposal, including water temperature considerations for marine life;
o Existing land use compatibility;
o Noise impacts;
o Terrestrial flora and fauna ecosystem impacts;
o Aquatic ecosystem impacts;
o Aesthetic/visual considerations;
o Differential site development requirements; and
o Adjacent facilities.
• The Contractor shall identify and propose mitigants for any potential air, water, waste, or
noise pollution increases, worker health and safety impacts, and social and cultural impacts
that might result from the Project, as well as land site configurations and plans that
minimize unnecessary destruction of the site’s native flora and existing ecosystems; and
shall recommend technically feasible, financially feasible, and cost-effective mitigation
and monitoring measures to prevent or reduce significant negative impacts to acceptable
levels. Where avoidance or mitigation is not possible or feasible, the Contractor shall
recommend appropriate off-setting or compensation measures, although quantification of
such compensation shall not be part of this scope.
• The Contractor shall also identify the potential Project O&M impacts (including any
potential reduction in greenhouse gas emissions due to a reduction in fossil fuel
consumption), the potential Project construction and implementation impacts, and the
potential Project decommissioning or abandonment impacts.
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Subtask 6.2: Climate Resilience Analysis
The Contractor shall analyze the expected impacts of climate change on the Project, including on
the Project’s technical, commercial, and environmental viability. The Contractor shall base the
climate resilience analysis on publicly available information. At a minimum, the Contractor shall
analyze the following potential climate change impacts on the Project’s viability:
• Increased variability of rainfall and wind;
• Sea-level rise, storm surges, and ocean acidification;
• Increased frequency of extreme weather events; and
• Increased temperature.
Based on this analysis, the Contractor shall provide recommendations of items the Client should
include in the Project design to mitigate climate change risk.
Deliverable #6 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 6.
Task 7:

Development Impact Assessment

The Contractor shall assess the development impacts of the Project, ensuring that the projected
development impacts are viable and measurable. The Contractor shall provide quantitative or
qualitative assessments of the potential development impact of Project implementation, with
specific attention to the following indicators:
Sector

Category

Indicator

Description

Energy and Power

Infrastructure
Development
and Efficiency
Gains

New Energy
Capacity

Natural Resource
Development and
Mining

Infrastructure
Development
and Efficiency
Gains

Improved Gas
Transportation
or Storage

The gas-fired power
plant will increase
electricity generation
and installed capacity
in Colombia.
The LNG import
terminal will increase
natural gas storage and
transportation
infrastructure in
southwest Colombia.

Anticipated
Outcome
400 MW

TBD (millions
of cubic meters
per year)

For any quantitative assessments, the Contractor shall provide a baseline assessment and
anticipated outcome for the above indicator. For any qualitative assessments, the Contractor shall
provide narrative descriptions of how Project implementation is anticipated to impact the above
indicator. The assessment shall clearly articulate the anticipated timeline for the realization of these
outcomes, how such information can be measured, and what sources could be utilized to determine
whether the outcome was realized. The Contractor may propose additional or alternative
indicators, as appropriate, based on the results of the technical analysis.
Deliverable #7 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 7.
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Task 8:

U.S. Sources of Supply

The Contractor shall provide an assessment of the potential U.S. sources of supply of equipment
and services required for Project implementation, including the following, as relevant:
• Jetty structural and mechanical systems;
• Mooring system (if applicable);
• Floating storage and regasification unit (if applicable);
• Regasification equipment;
• Gas storage tanks;
• Gas transmission and ancillary equipment including piping, valves, and compressor
stations;
• Simple-cycle and/or combined-cycle gas turbine supply package;
• Power generator and control equipment;
• Power transmission lines and interconnecting substations;
• Gas transmission and ancillary equipment;
• Balance of plant and electrical equipment supply;
• Engineering, procurement, and construction (“EPC”) services;
• O&M services;
• Insurance services; and
• Financing services, including export credit guarantees, debt, and equity investment.
The Contractor shall identify the U.S. firms able to supply equipment and services to the Project
and the extent to which such equipment or services would qualify for export credit from the ExportImport Bank of the United States. The Contractor shall provide contact details for appropriate sales
personnel at the U.S. suppliers identified.
In addition, the Contractor shall provide: (i) an estimate quantifying potential U.S. exports in
connection with the Project; (ii) the amount of U.S. exports supplied throughout the term of the
Study (if applicable); (iii) a detailed description of relevant products, solutions, and/or services to
be provided; and (iv) contact information for the party or parties responsible for marketing and
sales in Colombia. The Contractor shall provide an update of U.S. exports in connection with the
Project in each annual report that the Contractor submits in accordance with Clause S of Annex II
of the Grant Agreement. The Contractor shall engage relevant potential U.S. suppliers or service
providers in discussions and analyze their interest in the Project. The Contractor shall notify the
Client about which potential U.S. suppliers or service providers are interested in the Project and
list the U.S. vendors who have expressed interest in and ability to participate and supply products
or services to the Project. The Contractor shall estimate the value of potential U.S. sales for each
vendor identified as a potential supplier to the Project, by product or service, taking into account
the percentage of the equipment and services the suppliers or service providers would source from
the United States to supply Colombia.
The Contractor shall provide a report of all work performed in this task in sufficient detail to allow
the Client to determine a shortlist of U.S. firms that will be invited to bid to provide equipment
and services to the Project.
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Deliverable #8 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 8.
Task 9:

Implementation Plan

Subtask 9.1: Implementation Plan
The Contractor shall identify the next steps to be taken to implement successfully the Project and
the timeline in which this can be achieved. The Contractor shall develop a Project implementation
schedule identifying major development milestones and activities up to the Project’s commercial
operation date, including land acquisition, permitting, agreements, financial close, and
construction. In addition, the implementation plan shall address and include the following:
• Compliance with all institutional, legal, regulatory, and standards requirements, including
all necessary approvals, certifications, and permits. The Contractor shall review and
incorporate the work completed by the Client in securing the required approvals,
certifications, and permits to begin the construction of the Project.
• Proposed Project schedule;
• Proposed Project budget;
• A preliminary staffing plan with staff allocations by labor category;
• A development and construction management plan that includes:
o Pre-EPC activities;
o EPC tender issuance and solicitation;
o EPC bid evaluation;
o Conformed EPC specification preparation;
o Owner’s engineering requirements (if deemed necessary);
o EPC contractor progress reporting and monitoring;
o Change order policy;
o Start-up and commissioning.
• Project organization;
• Lessons learned process; and
• Project management process.
Subtask 9.2: Preliminary Construction Tender Documents
The Contractor shall prepare the scope of supply and technical provisions for the Project
construction contracts, including:
• Qualifications of the potential construction contractors;
• Qualification and selection of major subcontractors;
• Completeness of scope of work between the owner and contractors;
• EPC contractor, major equipment vendor, and owner’s responsibilities;
• Clarity and feasibility of coordination arrangements among various parties;
• Provisions for guarantees, warranties, and latent defect periods; and
• Liquidated damages and bonuses.
The Contractor shall prepare draft tender documents that conform to the development and
construction management plan and conform to generally accepted construction industry standards.
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The draft tender documents shall include provisions for compensation terms and methods of
payment relative to industry standards and loan document requirements. The draft tender
documents shall be suitable for legal and procurement specialists to incorporate into the overall
tender packages for each major Project development step.
Deliverable #9 – The Contractor shall prepare a detailed written report describing all work
performed, and including all reports, deliverables, and findings from Task 9.
Task 10:

Final Report

The Contractor shall prepare and deliver to the Client and USTDA a substantive and
comprehensive final report of all work performed under these Terms of Reference (the “Final
Report”), which must conform to the requirements under Clause I of the Mandatory Contract
Clauses (as defined in Annex II). The Contractor shall organize the Final Report into chapters and
sections with clear labels corresponding to each of the above tasks and sub-tasks of these Terms
of Reference, and the Contractor shall include in the Final Report all deliverables and documents
that have been provided to the Client under these Terms of Reference. The Contractor shall
incorporate into the Final Report (i) all of the findings, recommendations and conclusions of the
Study under these Terms of Reference, and (ii) all other documents and/or reports provided
pursuant to the tasks noted above, in each case clearly organized and labeled according to each
task and sub-task under these Terms of Reference. The Contractor shall also include an executive
summary to the Final Report as a whole, and provide a summary for each task under the Terms of
Reference.
Before completing and delivering the Final Report to the Client or USTDA, the Contractor shall
(a) prepare a draft Final Report in accordance with the instructions in the above paragraph, (b)
present the complete findings of the Study to the Client, and (c) provide the draft Final Report to
the Client for review and discussion.
Once the Client has provided comments and revisions to the draft Final Report, the Contractor
shall make the necessary changes and modifications to the draft Final Report, it being understood
that the Contractor shall not make any changes or modifications that are inconsistent with any of
these Terms of Reference.
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Annex II
USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses
A. Grant Agreement; Subcontracts; USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses Controlling
The Contract Parties acknowledge that this Contract is funded in whole or in part by the U.S. Trade
and Development Agency (“USTDA”) under the Grant Agreement between the Government of
the United States of America, acting through USTDA, and Aguadulce LNG, S.A.S. (the “Client”),
dated as of [__________________] (the “Grant Agreement”). Terms used but not defined in this
Contract shall have the meanings as set forth in the Grant Agreement. The Client has selected [full
legal name of Contractor] (the “Contractor”) to perform a feasibility study (the “Study”) related
to the proposed Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Project (the “Project”) in Colombia
(the “Host Country”). Each of the Client and the Contractor is referred to herein as a “Contract
Party”, and collectively as the “Contract Parties”.
All work performed under this Contract must be performed either by the Contractor or otherwise
pursuant to a written Subcontract. All Subcontracts entered into by the Contractor that are funded
or partially funded with Grant Funds shall include these USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses
(these “Mandatory Contract Clauses”), except for Clauses B(1), G, H, I and S. The Contractor
shall provide USTDA with a copy of each Subcontract that it enters into, along with an English
translation of any such Subcontract that is executed in a language other than English, which
translation must be certified by the Contractor as being complete and accurate. For purposes of
this Contract, (a) the term “Subcontractor” means an individual, corporation, partnership or other
legal entity having a contract, purchase order or other written agreement with the Contractor or
with any other Subcontractor for performance of any part of the Study, and (b) the term
“Subcontract” means any such contract, purchase order or other written agreement with a
Subcontractor.
In addition, (i) in the event of any inconsistency between the terms and provisions of the Grant
Agreement and those of this Contract or any Subcontract hereunder, the Grant Agreement shall be
controlling, and (ii) in the event of any inconsistency between the terms and provisions of these
Mandatory Contract Clauses and any other terms and provisions of this Contract or any
Subcontract hereunder, these Mandatory Contract Clauses shall be controlling.
B. USTDA as Financier
(1)

USTDA Approval of Contract

USTDA will not authorize the disbursement of Grant Funds until this Contract conforms to
modifications required by USTDA during the Contract review process and this Contract has been
formally approved by USTDA. To perform this review in a timely fashion, USTDA must receive
from either the Client or the Contractor an English language version of a final negotiated draft
version of the Contract (in an editable electronic format) sent to the email address listed in Clause
M below, or to such other email address as specified by USTDA.
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(2)

USTDA Not a Party to This Contract

The Contract Parties understand and agree that USTDA as a financing entity reserves to itself
certain rights under this Contract, including, but not limited to: (a) the right to approve the terms
of this Contract and amendments to this Contract, including assignments, the selection of the
Contractor and all Subcontractors, the Terms of Reference, the Final Report, and any and all
documents related to this Contract or any Subcontract funded under the Grant Agreement, (b) the
right to require the Contract Parties to suspend performance of the Terms of Reference upon
reasonable prior written notice to the Contract Parties, and any further work performed in
connection with the Terms of Reference following the Contractor’s receipt of such written notice
will be at the Contractor’s risk, (c) the right to suspend disbursements of Grant Funds under Clause
3 for cause upon reasonable prior written notice to the Contract Parties, and (d) the right to demand,
upon written notice to the Contractor, a refund from the Contractor of an appropriate amount of
any Grant Funds that have been previously disbursed to the Contractor under Clause 3 of this
Contract in the event that (i) the Contractor or any Subcontractor fails to comply in all material
respects with the Terms of Reference or the terms and conditions of this Contract (including these
Mandatory Contract Clauses), or (ii) this Contract and/or the Study is terminated, and the amount
of Grant Funds disbursed to the Contractor prior to such termination exceeds the value of the work
performed under this Contract in accordance with its terms. The Contract Parties shall comply with
all written notices, instructions and requests issued by USTDA in connection with USTDA’s
exercise of its rights under this Clause B(2).
The Contract Parties further understand and agree that USTDA, in reserving any or all of the
foregoing rights, has acted solely as a financing entity to ensure the proper use of United States
Government funds, and that any decision by USTDA to exercise or refrain from exercising these
rights will be made as a financier in the course of funding the Study and will not be construed as
making USTDA a party to this Contract. The Contract Parties understand and agree that USTDA
may, from time to time, exercise the foregoing rights, or discuss matters related to these rights and
the Project with the Contract Parties or the parties to any Subcontract, jointly or separately, and in
consideration of USTDA’s role as financier, the Contract Parties further agree that USTDA’s
rights may be exercised without thereby incurring any responsibility or liability, in contract, tort
or otherwise, to the Contract Parties or the parties to any Subcontract. Any approval or failure to
approve by USTDA will not bar the Client or USTDA from asserting any right that it might have
against the Contractor, or relieve the Contractor of any liability which the Contractor might
otherwise have to the Client or USTDA.
(3)

Implementation Letters

To assist the Client and the Contractor in the implementation of the Study, USTDA may, from
time to time, issue implementation letters that will provide additional information about matters
covered by this Contract or correct immaterial errors. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, USTDA may issue implementation letters, among other reasons, to: (a) extend the
estimated completion date set forth in Clause K(1), (b) extend the availability period of Grant
Funds set forth in Clause K(2), (c) change the fiscal data set forth in Clause M, (d) change a Party’s
address of record or point of contact, (e) make immaterial changes to the Terms of Reference, and
(f) correct scrivener’s errors. Subject to the provisions of Clause J, the Contract Parties and
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USTDA may also use jointly agreed upon implementation letters to confirm, clarify and/or record
their mutual understanding of matters covered by this Contract, including without limitation,
modifications to the personnel specified in Annex III of this Contract.
C. Nationality, Source and Origin
For purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term “U.S. Firm” means:
(i)

a privately owned firm or partnership that is formed, incorporated or organized in the
U.S., with its principal place of business in the U.S., and which is:
(a) more than fifty percent (50%) owned by U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens
lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States; or
(b) satisfies each of the following criteria:
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)

(ii)

has been incorporated or organized in the U.S. for more than three (3) years
prior to the issuance date of the request for proposals;
has performed similar services in the U.S. for that three (3) year period;
employs U.S. citizens in more than half of its permanent full-time positions
in the U.S.; and
has the existing capability in the U.S. to perform the work in question; or

a nonprofit organization that is incorporated in the U.S. and managed by a governing
body, a majority of whose members are U.S. citizens and/or non-U.S. citizens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence in the United States.

In addition, the term “Source” means the country from which a shipment is made, and the term
“Origin” means (x) the place of production of a good, whether through manufacturing, assembly
or otherwise, or (y) the place from which delivery of a service is administered, as applicable.
Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, the following provisions shall govern the delivery of
goods and professional services funded by Grant Funds under the Grant Agreement:
(1)

the Contractor and all Subcontractors that are legal entities must be U.S. Firms;

(2) all natural persons who perform any part of the Study as the Contractor, as a Subcontractor,
or as an employee of the Contractor or any Subcontractor, in each case, must be (a) U.S. citizens,
(b) non-U.S. citizens lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, or (c) nonU.S. citizens lawfully admitted to work in the United States;
(3) notwithstanding the provisions of Clauses C(1) and C(2), up to twenty percent (20%) of the
Grant Funds may be used to pay for work performed in connection with the Study by (a)
Subcontractors that are organized as legal entities under the laws of the Host Country, and/or (b)
natural persons working as a Subcontractor, or as employees of the Contractor or any
Subcontractor, in each case, who are citizens of the Host Country;
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(4) a Host Country Subcontractor may only be used for specific services from the Terms of
Reference identified in the Subcontract;
(5) no part of the Grant Funds disbursed in connection with the performance of the Study may
be used to pay (a) any legal entity that is incorporated or organized under the laws of a jurisdiction
other than one of the United States or the Host Country, or (b) a natural person who is a citizen of
a country other than the United States (except as expressly provided in Clause C(2)) or the Host
Country; and
(6) goods purchased for the performance of the Study and associated delivery services (e.g.,
international transportation and insurance) must have their nationality, Source and Origin in the
United States; provided, however, that goods and services incidental to Study support (e.g., local
lodging, food and transportation) in the Host Country are not subject to the foregoing restrictions.
D. Contractor Recordkeeping and Audit
The Contractor and Subcontractors funded under the Grant Agreement shall maintain, in
accordance with generally accepted accounting procedures, books, records and other documents
(including without limitation all bank statements, and receipts or proofs of purchase for all goods
and services acquired in connection with the Study) sufficient in form, content and level of detail
to reflect properly all transactions under or in connection with this Contract. These books, records
and other documents shall clearly identify and track the use and expenditure of Grant Funds
separately from other funding sources. Such books, records and documents must be maintained
during the period of performance of work commencing on the Effective Date, and continuing until
the date that is three (3) years following the final disbursement of Grant Funds by USTDA. The
Contractor and its Subcontractors shall (i) afford USTDA or its authorized representatives the
opportunity at reasonable times for inspection and audit of such books, records and other
documentation, and (ii) in the event of an audit of such books, records and other documentation,
reasonably cooperate with, and promptly respond to information requests from, any USTDAappointed auditors.
E. U.S. Carriers
(1)

Air

Transportation by air of persons or property funded under the Grant Agreement shall be on U.S.
flag carriers in accordance with the Fly America Act, 49 U.S.C. § 40118, to the extent service by
such carriers is available, as provided under applicable U.S. Government regulations.
(2)

Marine

Transportation by sea of property funded under the Grant Agreement shall be on U.S. carriers in
accordance with U.S. cargo preference laws, including (without limitation) the Cargo Preference
Act of 1954, 46 U.S.C. § 55305.
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F. Workman’s Compensation Insurance
The Contractor shall provide adequate workman’s compensation insurance coverage for work
performed under this Contract.
G. Disbursement Procedures
(1)

USTDA Approval of Contract

Disbursement of Grant Funds will be made only after USTDA approval of this Contract. Any
work performed by the Contractor or any Subcontractor in connection with the Study prior to
USTDA’s approval of the Contract will be at the Contractor’s risk.
(2)

Payment Schedule Requirements

A payment schedule for disbursement of Grant Funds to the Contractor is included in this Contract
under Clause 3. Such payment schedule must conform to the following USTDA requirements:
(a) no more than twenty percent (20%) of the total Grant Funds amount may be used as a
mobilization payment; (b) all other payments, with the exception of the final payment, must be
based upon completion of one or more tasks under the Terms of Reference as set forth in Clause
3; and (c) the final payment must be no less than fifteen percent (15%) of the total Grant Funds
amount, payable upon approval by USTDA of a Final Report that has been (i) prepared and
submitted in accordance with the requirements set forth in Clause I below, and (ii) approved in
writing by the Client in the manner provided for by Clause G(4)(b)(iii) below.
(3)

Invoice Approval Procedures

The Contractor shall submit Invoices meeting the requirements set forth in Clause G(4) to the
Client for approval. The Client shall not approve any Invoice submitted to it by the Contractor
unless such Invoice, and all work performed by the Contractor (or any Subcontractor) in
connection with such Invoice, complies with the Terms of Reference and these Mandatory
Contract Clauses.
(4)

Invoice Requirements

For purposes of this Contract, the term “Invoice” means any invoice submitted (or to be submitted)
to USTDA by either the Client or the Contractor for payment of Grant Funds. USTDA will make
all disbursements of Grant Funds directly to the Contractor. The Contractor must provide USTDA
with an ACH Vendor Enrollment Form (available from USTDA) with the first Invoice. Either the
Client or the Contractor may request disbursement of Grant Funds by USTDA to the Contractor
for performance of the Terms of Reference by submitting the following to USTDA:
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(a) Contractor’s Invoice
The Invoice from the Contractor shall include reference to the applicable performance milestone
listed in the Contract payment schedule, the requested payment amount, and an appropriate
certification to USTDA by the Contractor, as follows:
(i)

For a mobilization payment (if any):
“As a condition for this mobilization payment, the Contractor certifies to
USTDA that it will perform all work in accordance with the terms of its
Contract with the Client. To the extent that the Contractor does not comply
with the terms and conditions of the Contract, including the USTDA
Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, it will, upon USTDA’s
request, make an appropriate refund to USTDA.”

(ii)

For Contract performance milestone payments:
“The Contractor certifies to USTDA that it has performed the work
described in this invoice in accordance with the terms of its Contract with
the Client and is entitled to payment thereunder. To the extent the
Contractor has not complied with the terms and conditions of the Contract,
including the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, it
will, upon USTDA’s request, make an appropriate refund to USTDA.”

(iii) For final payment:
“The Contractor certifies to USTDA that it has performed the work
described in this invoice in accordance with the terms of its Contract with
the Client and is entitled to payment thereunder. Specifically, the
Contractor has submitted the Final Report to the Client, as required by the
Contract, and received the Client’s approval of the Final Report. To the
extent the Contractor has not complied with the terms and conditions of the
Contract, including the USTDA Mandatory Contract Clauses contained
therein, it will, upon USTDA’s request, make an appropriate refund to
USTDA.”
(b) Client’s Approval of the Contractor’s Invoice
(i) The Invoice for a mobilization payment must be approved in writing by the Client on the
Invoice or separately.
(ii) For Contract performance milestone payments, the following certification to USTDA by the
Client must be provided on the Invoice or separately:
“The Client certifies to USTDA that the services for which disbursement is
requested by the Contractor have been performed satisfactorily, in
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accordance with applicable Contract provisions, including the USTDA
Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, and the terms and
conditions of the USTDA Grant Agreement.”
(iii) For final payment, the following certification to USTDA by the Client must be provided on
the Invoice or separately:
“The Client certifies to USTDA that the services for which disbursement is
requested by the Contractor have been performed satisfactorily, in
accordance with applicable Contract provisions, including the USTDA
Mandatory Contract Clauses contained therein, and the terms and
conditions of the USTDA Grant Agreement. The Final Report submitted
by the Contractor has been reviewed and approved by the Client.”
(c) USTDA Address for Invoices
Invoices shall be submitted to the attention of the Finance Department by email to
invoices@ustda.gov.
(5)

Payment Disclaimer

The Contract Parties understand and agree that payment by USTDA of an Invoice does not
constitute (a) acceptance or approval by USTDA, whether express or implied, of (i) any materials,
documents, reports or other deliverables prepared or delivered by the Contractor or any
Subcontractor, or (ii) any work performed under the Terms of Reference or otherwise by the
Contractor or any Subcontractor, in each case, in connection with the Study, or (b) confirmation
or agreement by USTDA, whether express or implied, as to whether any work performed by the
Contractor or any Subcontractor in connection with the Study has been performed in accordance
with the terms and conditions of this Contract, including the Terms of Reference or these
Mandatory Contract Clauses.
H. Termination
(1)

Effect of Termination

In the event that this Contract and/or the Study is terminated prior to completion of all tasks under
the Terms of Reference, the Contractor will be eligible for payment for the value of the work
performed pursuant to the terms of this Contract; provided, however, that such eligibility is subject
to (a) compliance by the Contractor with the terms and conditions of this Contract (including the
Terms of Reference and these Mandatory Contract Clauses), and (b) USTDA approval. Likewise,
in the event of such termination, USTDA may be entitled to receive a refund of Grant Funds from
the Contractor pursuant to Clause B(2)(d)(ii).
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(2)

Survivability

Clauses A, B, D, G, H, N, Q, R and S of these Mandatory Contract Clauses shall survive the
termination of this Contract.
I. USTDA Final Report
(1)

Definition

“Final Report” shall mean the Final Report described in the attached Annex I Terms of Reference
or, if no such “Final Report” is described therein, “Final Report” shall mean a substantive and
comprehensive report of all work performed by the Contractor and any Subcontractors in
accordance with the attached Annex I Terms of Reference, including any documents delivered to
the Client.
(2)

Final Report Submission Requirements

The Contractor shall provide the following documents and materials to USTDA collectively as
one single submission:
(a) One (1) CD-ROM containing a complete electronic copy of the Final Report for USTDA’s
records. This version of the Final Report shall have been approved by the Client in writing and
must be in the English language. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to ensure that confidential
information, if any, contained in this version of the Final Report be clearly marked. USTDA will
maintain the confidentiality of such information in accordance with applicable law. The electronic
files on the CD-ROM shall be submitted in a commonly accessible read-only format (such as .pdf
format), and the CD-ROM shall be clearly labeled in accordance with the requirements of Clause
I(3)(c) below.
(b) One (1) CD-ROM containing an electronic copy of the Final Report suitable for public
distribution (the “Public Version”). The Public Version shall have been approved by the Client in
writing and must be in the English language. As the Public Version will be available for public
distribution, it must not contain any confidential information. It is the responsibility of the
Contractor to ensure that no confidential information is contained on the Public Version of the CDROM. If the report in Clause I(2)(a) above contains no confidential information, it may be used
as the Public Version. In any event, the Public Version must be informative and contain sufficient
Project detail to be useful to prospective U.S. equipment and service providers. The electronic
files on the CD-ROM shall be submitted in a commonly accessible read-only format (such as .pdf
format), and the CD-ROM shall be clearly labeled in accordance with the requirements of Clause
I(3)(c) below.
(c) A cross-walk document (the “Cross-walk”), delivered separately from the Final Report, that
references the evidence of the completion of each requirement under each task and each sub-task
in the Terms of Reference within the Final Report, presented in a table format. The Cross-walk
must be organized chronologically by task and sub-task from the Terms of Reference, and for each
such task the Cross-walk must provide (i) the language of the requirement set forth in the Terms
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of Reference (in sentence, bullet or subtask form), and (ii) the associated page number(s) on which
the evidence establishing the completion of such requirement is included within the version of the
Final Report delivered to USTDA under Clause I(2)(a).
and
(d) The Contractor’s final Invoice, prepared and submitted in accordance with Clause G.
(3)

Final Report Presentation

All Final Reports submitted to USTDA must be paginated and include the following:
(a) The front cover of every Final Report shall contain the name of the Client, the name of the
Contractor who prepared the report, a report title, USTDA’s logo, and USTDA’s address. If the
complete version of the Final Report contains confidential information, the Contractor shall be
responsible for labeling the front cover of that version of the Final Report with the term
“Confidential Version”. The Contractor shall be responsible for labeling the front cover of the
Public Version of the Final Report with the term “Public Version”. The front cover of every Final
Report shall also contain the following disclaimer:
“This report was funded by the U.S. Trade and Development Agency
(USTDA), an agency of the U.S. Government. The opinions, findings,
conclusions or recommendations expressed in this document are those of
the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official position or policies
of USTDA. USTDA makes no representation about, nor does it accept
responsibility for, the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in this report.”
(b) The inside front cover of every Final Report shall contain (i) USTDA’s logo, USTDA’s
address, and USTDA’s mission statement, and (ii) a written statement from the Contractor
affirming that the Client, USTDA, and the Commercial and/or Economic Section(s) of the U.S.
Embassy in the Host Country shall have irrevocable, perpetual, transferrable, worldwide, royaltyfree, non-exclusive rights to use and distribute the Final Report.
(c) The Contractor shall affix to the top side of each CD-ROM containing any version of the Final
Report a label identifying the Host Country, the USTDA Activity Number set forth among the
fiscal data in Clause M, the name of the Client, the name of the Contractor who prepared the Final
Report and a report title. In the case of each CD-ROM containing a confidential or non-public
version of the Final Report, the Contractor shall include the term “Confidential Version” on such
label. In the case of each CD-ROM containing the Public Version of the Final Report, the
Contractor shall include the term “Public Version” on such label, along with the following
language:
“The Contractor certifies to USTDA that this CD-ROM contains the Public
Version of the Final Report and that all contents are suitable for public
distribution.”
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(d) The Contractor and any Subcontractors that perform work pursuant to the Grant Agreement
must be clearly identified in the Final Report. Business name, point of contact, address, telephone
and email address shall be included for the Contractor and each Subcontractor.
(e) The Final Report, while aiming at optimum specifications and characteristics for the Project,
shall identify the availability of prospective U.S. sources of supply. Business name, point of
contact, address, telephone and email address shall be included for each prospective commercial
source.
(f) The Final Report shall be accompanied by a letter or other notation by the Client which states
that the Client approves the Final Report. A certification to USTDA by the Client to this effect
provided on or with the Invoice for final payment will meet this requirement.
(4)

Final Report Disclaimer

The Contract Parties understand and agree that acceptance by USTDA of the Final Report does
not constitute (a) approval, validation or endorsement by USTDA, whether express or implied, of
(i) the Final Report or any of its contents, or (ii) the quality, characteristics or nature of any work
performed under the Terms of Reference or otherwise by the Contractor or any Subcontractor in
connection with the Study, or (b) confirmation or agreement by USTDA, whether express or
implied, as to whether any work performed by the Contractor or any Subcontractor in connection
with the Study has been performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Contract,
including the Terms of Reference and these Mandatory Contract Clauses.
J. Modifications
All changes, amendments, assignments or other modifications to this Contract, including the
Annexes to this Contract, will be made effective only by written instrument signed by the Contract
Parties and approved in writing by USTDA. Either Contract Party may submit to USTDA, as the
address set forth in Clause M, a final negotiated draft version (in an editable electronic format) of
any proposed change, amendment, assignment or other modification to this Contract for USTDA
review. USTDA will advise the Contract Parties as to whether the draft Contract is ready for
execution, on the understanding that USTDA’s approval may be contingent upon certain
modifications being made to such draft.
K. Study Schedule
(1)

Study Completion Date

The Contract Parties’ estimated completion date for the Study is [__________________].
(2)

Time Limitation on Disbursement of USTDA Grant Funds

Except as USTDA may otherwise agree, (a) no Grant Funds may be disbursed under this Contract
for goods and services which are provided prior to the Effective Date of the Grant Agreement, and
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(b) no Grant Funds may be disbursed more than four (4) years after the Effective Date of the Grant
Agreement.
L. Business Practices; Conflicts of Interest
(1)

Business Practices

The Contract Parties recognize the existence of standards of conduct for public officials and
commercial entities in their respective countries. Therefore, the Contract Parties shall fully comply
with all United States and Host Country laws relating to corruption or bribery, and shall not directly
or indirectly provide, offer or promise to provide money or anything of value to any public official
in violation of any United States or Host Country laws relating to corruption or bribery. For
example, the Contractor and its Subcontractors shall fully comply with the requirements of the
U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-1 et seq.). Each Contract
Party agrees that it shall require that any Subcontractor, agent or representative hired to represent
it in connection with the Study will comply with this Clause L and all laws which apply to activities
and obligations of that Contract Party, including, but not limited to, those laws and obligations
referenced above.
(2)

Conflicts of Interest

(a) Except as otherwise agreed in writing by USTDA, no Contract Party, or any employee,
executive, director, officer or other staff member of a Contract Party, may either directly or
indirectly engage in any activity or maintain any relationship (any such activity or relationship, a
“Conflict of Interest”) which might adversely affect the Study or the rights of USTDA, including
but not limited to (i) ownership of a material interest in the other Contract Party, any supplier,
contractor, distributor, Subcontractor, customer or other entity involved in the performance of the
Study, (ii) acceptance of any material payment, service, loan, gift, trip, entertainment, or other
favor from the other Contract Party, a supplier, contractor, distributor, Subcontractor, customer or
other entity involved in the performance of the Study, (iii) any employee, executive, director,
officer or other staff member of one Contract Party holding a position as an employee, executive,
director, officer or other staff member of the other Contract Party or any supplier, contractor,
distributor, Subcontractor, customer or other entity involved in the performance of the Study, and
(iv) any condition or circumstance that would reasonably be expected to (A) cause one or more of
the Contract Parties to be unable or potentially unable to render impartial assistance or advice, (B)
impair the objectivity of the Contractor or any Subcontractor in performing the Study, or (C) create
an unfair competitive advantage for any entity wherein either Contract Party has a material interest.
(b) Neither the Client nor the employees, executives, directors, officers or other staff members of
the Client may receive payment from the Grant Funds.
(c) Any Contract Party shall promptly notify USTDA of any Conflict of Interest of which it
becomes aware.
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M. USTDA Address and Fiscal Data
Any communication with USTDA regarding this Contract shall be sent to the following contact
information and include the fiscal data listed below:
To:
Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

U.S. Trade and Development Agency
1101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1100
Arlington, VA 22209-2275
USA
(703) 875-4357
(703) 997-2392
LAC@ustda.gov

Fiscal Data:
Appropriation No.:
Activity No.:
Reservation No.:
Grant No.:

11 20/21 1001
2020-51013A
2020277
1131PL20GH51277

N. Taxes
Grant Funds provided under the Grant Agreement shall not be used to pay any taxes, tariffs, duties,
fees or other levies imposed under laws in effect in the Host Country, except for taxes of a de
minimis nature imposed on local lodging, food, transportation or airport arrivals or departures.
Neither the Client nor the Contractor may seek reimbursement from USTDA for any such taxes,
tariffs, duties, fees or other levies, other than such taxes of a de minimis nature referenced above
to the extent that the amounts of such de minimis taxes are included on expense receipts maintained
by the Contractor in accordance with Clause D.
O. Export Licensing
The Contractor and all Subcontractors are responsible for compliance with U.S. export licensing
requirements, if applicable, in the performance of all work in connection with the Terms of
Reference.
P. Change of Control
Each Contract Party shall provide USTDA with written notice of any anticipated change of control
or ownership of such Contract Party, whether direct or indirect, prior to the effective date of such
change, which notice must identify (i) the persons or legal entities that are gaining control or
ownership over such Contract Party, and (ii) the persons or legal entities that are losing control or
ownership over such Contract Party.
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Q. Liability
This Contract may include a clause that limits the liability of the Contract Parties, provided that
such a clause does not (i) disclaim liability for damages that are natural, probable and reasonably
foreseeable as a result of a breach of this Contract, or (ii) limit the total amount of damages
recoverable to an amount less than the total amount disbursed to the Contractor pursuant to this
Contract. If any clause set forth in this Contract is inconsistent with either or both of these
limitations, such clause will be invalid and unenforceable to the extent of the inconsistency.
R. Arbitration
If the Contract Parties submit any dispute arising under this Contract for arbitration, the scope of
any such arbitration shall be limited to the Contract Parties’ rights and/or obligations under this
Contract and may not extend to any right or obligation of USTDA. The arbitrator(s) shall not
arbitrate issues directly affecting the rights or obligations of USTDA.
S. Reporting Requirements
The Contractor shall advise USTDA as to the status of the Project at least one (1) time per year for
a period of two (2) years after completion of the Study. In addition, if at any time the Contractor
receives follow-on work from the Client, the Contractor shall so notify USTDA and shall designate
the Contractor’s point of contact related to such follow-on work, including such person’s name,
title, address, telephone number and email address. Since this information may be made publicly
available by USTDA, any information which is confidential must be designated as such by the
Contractor and provided separately to USTDA. USTDA will maintain the confidentiality of such
information in accordance with applicable law.
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APPENDIX 4:

U.S. FIRM INFORMATION FORM

USTDA-Funded Feasibility Study, Technical Assistance, or Training Grant
U.S. Firm Information Form
This form is designed to enable the U.S. Trade and Development Agency ("USTDA") to obtain information about entities and individuals proposed for participation in
USTDA-funded activities. Information in this form is used to conduct screening of entities and individuals to ensure compliance with legislative and executive branch
prohibitions on providing support or resources to, or engaging in transactions with, certain individuals or entities with which USTDA must comply.

USTDA Activity Number [To be completed by USTDA ] 2020-51013A
Activity Type [To be completed by USTDA ]
Feasibility Study

Technical
Assistance

✔

Activity Title [To be completed by USTDA ]

Other (specify)

Colombia: Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Project

1. Full Legal Name of U.S. Firm
2. Business Address
3a. Telephone

3b. Website

4. Year Established (include any predecessor company(ies) and year(s)
established). Please attach additional pages as necessary.
5. Type of Business Entity (e.g., corporation, LLC, Partnership, Sole
Proprietor, Other)

Insert Type of Entity

6. Type of Ownership

Publicly Traded Company (i.e., offers securities for sale to the general public through a U.S. stock
exchange and is subject to SEC reporting requirements)

Private Company
Other (specify)

7. If U.S. Firm is not a publicly traded company and
has owners (e.g., shareholder, partner, trustee),
provide a list of such owners and the percentage of
their ownership. Please complete an Attachment A
for each owner whose ownership percentage is 10%
or more. Please ensure that the sum of the
percentages listed equals 100%. If the U.S. firm is a
publicly traded company, please do not complete this
section.

Name of Owner

Percentage (%) Ownership

8. If U.S. Firm is a subsidiary, please provide the
name of the U.S. Firm's parent entity(ies) and the
percentage of their ownership. Please complete an
Attachment A for any parent identified here. Please
ensure that the sum of the percentages listed equals
100%.

Name of U.S. Firm Parent Entity

Percentage (%) Ownership

9. Is the U.S. Firm proposing to subcontract some of
Yes
the proposed work to another firm?
No
10. Please list the legal names of the proposed
subcontractors (if applicable). An Attachment B is
required for each proposed subcontractor.
Project Manager
Surname
11. Name
Given Name
12. Business Address
13. Telephone
14. Email
Negotiation Prerequisites
15. Disclose any current or anticipated commitments which may impact the ability
of the U.S. Firm or its subcontractors to complete the Activity as proposed and
reflect such impact within the project schedule.
16. Identify any specific information which is needed from the Grantee before
commencing negotiations.
U.S. Firm may attach additional sheets, as necessary.
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TO BE COMPLETED BY PRIVATE AND OTHER U.S. FIRMS ONLY
(Not Applicable for U.S. Publicly Traded Company)
17. Provide a list of the U.S. Firm's directors and principal officers. Please provide full names, including surname and given name.
Title
(e.g., Director, President, Chief Executive Officer,
Vice President(s), Secretary, Treasurer, or other
applicable title)
*Please place an asterisk (*) next to the names of those
directors and prinicpal officers who will be involved in the
USTDA-funded activity.

Name

Surname

Given Name
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Middle Name

U.S. Firm's Representations
U.S. Firm shall certify the following (or provide any explanation as to why any representation cannot be made):
A.
Corporation
LLC
Partnership
Sole Proprietor
Other:
U.S. Firm is a [check one]

Insert Type of Entity

duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of:
18. Insert U.S. State
The U.S. Firm has all the requisite corporate power and authority to conduct its business as presently conducted, to submit this
proposal, and if selected, to execute and deliver a contract to the Grantee for the performance of the USTDA Activity. The U.S.
Firm is not debarred, suspended, or to the best of its knowledge or belief, proposed for debarment or ineligible for the award of
contracts by any federal or state governmental agency or authority.
The U.S. Firm has included herewith, a copy of its Articles of Incorporation (or equivalent charter or document issued by a
designated authority in accordance with applicable laws that provides information and authentication regarding the legal status
of an entity) and a Certificate of Good Standing (or equivalent document) issued within one (1) month of the date of signature
by the State of:
19. Insert U.S. State
.
The U.S. Firm commits to notify USTDA and the Grantee if it becomes aware of any change in its status in the state in which it is
incorporated. USTDA retains the right to request an updated certificate of good standing at any time. (U.S. publicly traded
companies need not include Articles of Incorporation or Certificate of Good Standing.)
Neither the U.S. Firm nor any of its directors and principal officers have, within the ten-year period preceding the submission of
these representations, been convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered against them for: commission of fraud or a criminal
offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a federal, state, or local government contract or
subcontract; violation of federal or state antitrust statutes relating to the submission of offers; or commission of embezzlement,
theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making false statements, tax evasion, violating state or federal
criminal tax laws, or receiving stolen property.
Neither the U.S. Firm, nor any of its directors and principal officers, is presently indicted for, or otherwise criminally or civilly
charged with, commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph C above.
There are no federal or state tax liens pending against the assets, property, or business of the U.S. Firm. The U.S. Firm has not,
within the three-year period preceding the submission of these representations, been notified of any delinquent federal or state
taxes in an amount that exceeds US$3,000 for which the liability remains unsatisfied. Taxes are considered delinquent if (a) the
tax liability has been fully determined, with no pending administrative or judicial appeals; and (b) a taxpayer has failed to pay
the tax liability when full payment is due and required.
The U.S. Firm has not commenced a voluntary case or other proceeding seeking liquidation, reorganization, or other relief with
respect to itself of its debts under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or other similar law. The U.S. Firm has not had filed against it an
involuntary petition under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or any similar law.
The U.S. Firm certifies that it complies with the USTDA Nationality, Source, and Origin Requirements and shall continue to
comply with such requirements throughout the duration of the USTDA-funded activity. The U.S. Firm acknowledges that the
USTDA Nationality, Source, and Origin Requirements apply to the delivery of goods and professional services funded by USTDA,
including, but not limited to the use of subcontractors. The U.S. Firm commits to notify USTDA and the Grantee if it becomes
aware of any change which might affect the U.S. Firm’s ability to meet the USTDA Nationality, Source, and Origin Requirements.

B.

C.

D.
E.

F.

G.

Check to certify:

The U.S. Firm shall notify USTDA if any of the representations are no longer true, correct, and complete.
U.S. Firm certifies that the information provided in this form is true, correct, and complete. U.S. Firm understands and agrees that the U.S. Government may rely
on the accuracy of this information in processing a request to participate in a USTDA-funded activity. If at any time USTDA has reason to believe that any person or
entity has willfully and knowingly provided incorrect information or made false statements, USTDA may take action under applicable law. The undersigned
represents and warrants that he/she has the requisite power and authority to sign on behalf of the U.S. Firm.

20. Name

23. Signature

21. Title
22. Full Legal Name of U.S. Firm

24. Date

If U.S. Firm is Private or Other, please attach a copy of the U.S. Firm's Articles of Incorporation (or equivalent document)
and Certificate of Good Standing (or equivalent document).
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ATTACHMENT A
USTDA-Funded Feasibility Study, Technical Assistance, or Training Grant
U.S. Firm Ownership Information Form
Owner(s) and Parent Entity(ies)
This form shall be completed for each owner that owns 10% or more of the U.S. Firm, as well as any parent entity of the U.S. Firm ("Owner").
An additional copy of this form shall be completed for each owner identified in this form that owns 10% or more in the Owner, as well as any
parent of the Owner identified in this form.
USTDA Activity Number [To be completed by USTDA ] 2020-51013A
Activity Title [To be completed by USTDA ]

Colombia: Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Project
TO BE COMPLETED FOR ENTITIES AND INDIVIDUAL OWNERS

1. Full Legal Name of U.S. Firm
2. Full Legal Name of Owner
3. Business Address of Owner
4. Telephone number
TO BE COMPLETED FOR ENTITIES ONLY
5. Year Established (include any predecessor company(ies) and year(s)
established). Please attach additional pages as necessary.

6. Country of Owner's Principal Place of Business
U.S. Publicly Traded Company (i.e., offers securities for sale to the general public through a U.S. stock

7. Type of Ownership

exchange and is subject to SEC reporting requirements)

Private Company
Other (specify)

8. If Owner has owners (e.g., shareholder, partner,
trustee), provide a list of such owners and the
percentage of their ownership. Please complete an
additional Attachment A for each owner whose
ownership percentage is 10% or more. Please
ensure that the sum of percentages listed equals
100%. If the Owner is a U.S. publicly traded
company, please do not complete this section.

Name of owner

Percentage (%) Ownership

9. If Owner is a subsidiary, please provide the name
of the Owner's parent entity(ies) and the percentage
of their ownership. Please complete an additional
Attachment A for each parent entity identified here.
Please ensure that the sum of percentages listed
equals 100%.

Name of Parent Entity

Percentage (%) Ownership

Please attach additional sheets, as necessary.
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TO BE COMPLETED BY PRIVATE AND OTHER U.S. FIRMS ONLY
(Not Applicable for U.S. Publicly Traded Company)
10. Provide a list of all of the Owner's directors and principal officers. Please provide full names, including surname and given name.
Title
(e.g., Director, President, Chief Executive Officer,
Vice President(s), Secretary, Treasurer, or other
applicable title)
*Please place an asterisk (*) next to the names of those
directors and prinicpal officers who will be involved in the
USTDA-funded activity.

Name

Surname

Given Name
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Middle Name

ATTACHMENT B
USTDA-Funded Feasibility Study, Technical Assistance, or Training Grant
Subcontractor Information Form
This form is designed to enable the U.S. Trade and Development Agency ("USTDA") to obtain information about entities and individuals proposed for participation in
USTDA-funded activities. Information in this form is used to conduct screening of entities and individuals to ensure compliance with legislative and executive branch
prohibitions on providing support or resources to, or engaging in transactions with, certain individuals or entities with which USTDA must comply.

USTDA Activity Number [To be completed by USTDA ] 2020-51013A
Activity Title [To be completed by USTDA ]
Colombia: Aguadulce LNG Terminal and Power Plant Project
1. Full Legal Name of Prime Contractor U.S. Firm ("U.S. Firm")
2. Full Legal Name of Subcontractor
3. Business Address of Subcontractor

4a. Telephone Number

4b. Website

5. Year Established (include any predecessor company(ies) and year(s)
established). Please attach additional pages as necessary.

Subcontractor Point of Contact
6. Name

Surname
Given Name

7. Address
8. Telephone
9. Email

Subcontractor may attach additional sheets, as necessary.
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Subcontractor's Representations
The Subcontractor shall provide the following (or provide any explanation as to why any representation cannot be made), made as of the date of these
representations:
A.

Subcontractor is a [check one]

Corporation

LLC

Partnership

Sole Proprietor

Other (specify)

duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of:
10.
The Subcontractor has all the requisite corporate power and authority to conduct its business as presently conducted, to participate in this
USTDA-funded activity, and if the U.S. Firm is selected, to execute and deliver a subcontract to the U.S. Firm for the performance of the USTDAfunded activity. The Subcontractor is not debarred, suspended, or to the best of its knowledge or belief, proposed for debarment or ineligible
for the award of contracts by any federal or state governmental agency or authority.
Insert U.S. State or Country

B.

Neither the Subcontractor nor any of its directors and principal officers have, within the ten-year period preceding the submission of these
representations, been convicted of or had a judgment rendered against them for: commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection with
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a federal, state, or local government contract or subcontract; violation of federal or state
antitrust statutes relating to the submission of offers; or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, tax evasion, violating federal or state criminal tax laws, or receiving stolen property.

C.

Neither the Subcontractor, nor any of its directors and principal officers, is presently indicted for, or otherwise criminally or civilly charged with,
commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph B above.

D.

There are no federal or state tax liens pending against the assets, property, or business of the Subcontractor. The Subcontractor has not, within
the three-year period preceding the submission of these representations, been notified of any delinquent federal or state taxes in an amount
that exceeds US$3,000 for which the liability remains unsatisfied. Taxes are considered delinquent if (a) the tax liability has been fully
determined, with no pending administrative or judicial appeals; and (b) a taxpayer has failed to pay the tax liability when full payment is due
and required.

E.

The Subcontractor has not commenced a voluntary case or other proceeding seeking liquidation, reorganization, or other relief with respect to
itself of its debts under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or other similar law. The Subcontractor has not had filed against it an involuntary petition
under any bankruptcy, insolvency, or any similar law.

The selected Subcontractor shall notify the U.S. Firm and USTDA if any of the representations are no longer true,
correct, and complete during the period of the Subcontractor’s involvement in the above-captioned Activity.
The Subcontractor certifies that the information provided in this form is true, correct, and complete. The Subcontractor understands and agrees that the U.S. Government may
rely on the accuracy of this information in processing a request to participate in a USTDA-funded activity. If at any time USTDA has reason to believe that any person or entity
has willfully and knowingly provided incorrect information or made false statements, USTDA may take action under applicable law. The undersigned represents and warrants
that he/she has the requisite power and authority to sign on behalf of the Subcontractor.

14. Signature

11. Name
12. Title

15. Date

13. Full Legal Name of Subcontractor
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